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Abstract

One of the many challenges faced by learners and teachers of Gwich'in, an endangered
Athabascan or Dene language of Alaska and Canada, is a lack of instructional material for
classificatory verbs. These verbs classify states and actions, such as lie, carry, and fall, by
perceived qualities, such as cloth-like and stick-like, that indicate how and with which nominal

entities the state or action takes place. For students of Gwich'in and other Dene languages, such
as Navajo and Koyukon, classificatory verbs are an important grammar objective when included

in the curriculum. Recognition and production of classificatory verbs is a main objective for

students in the second year of the UAF Gwich'in class. Classificatory verb words are also present

in vocabulary learned from the first year, such as gishreiin'ąįį "it's sunny" and OBJnaltsuu "I'm
wearing OBJ [upper-body garment]".
In this thesis I present a documentary, descriptive study of classificatory verbs and their

qualities in modern spoken Gwich'in. The first goal of the study is to document examples of
Gwich'in classificatory verbs in conversational and narrative discourse, and the second is to
describe their morphosemantic properties and behavior. The third goal is to accomplish these

documentary and descriptive aims in a way that can be adapted readily to the needs of not only
linguists, but also Gwich'in language learners and teachers. Informed by previous documentary
and descriptive work on classificatory verbs in other Dene languages, I attempt to provide a

similarly useful text for Gwich'in, reconciling several competing nomenclatures and illustrating
the relationship between classificatory verb theme sets, such as "carry", and semantic classes of

verb stems, such as "animate", in a broad range of modal and aspectual contexts. Although this
thesis is intended primarily as a reference work for learners and teachers, it also provides a
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resource for linguists comparing Gwich'in classificatory verbs with those in related Dene
languages.
The classificatory verb data in this thesis is drawn from a body of Gwich'in class notes

and assignments, well as transcribed Gwich'in oral literature and consultation with a native
speaker of the language. Classroom instruction took place between 2018 and 2020 at the

University of Alaska Fairbanks and emphasized spoken language production with
communicative aims. In addition to work from the Gwich'in language classroom, limited native

speaker consultation regarding classificatory verbs was also conducted in February 2020. The

third data source for this study is the rich body of narrative discourse available in the form of

transcribed oral literature. These works record Gwich'in traditional narrative knowledge, lore,
and history across a broad range of topics, in which classificatory verbs may be readily
encountered and examined. Having drawn from these three pools of data, this thesis describes the

morphosemantic qualities of Gwich'in classificatory verbs while considering the available data

on other Dene languages and considers actual and potential application of this data in the
language classroom.
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1. Introduction

Shoozhri' Scott Bushey oozhii, gaa Dinjii Zhuh k'yàa giihkhii dąį' shoozhri' Scott Zhoo

oozhii. Colorado gwats'an ihłįį, gaa juk Tanan gwihch'įį, UAFgwa'an Dinjii Zhuh ginjik
geedoodaltan geh'àn. Juk Gwich'in k'yàa "classificatory verbs"geenjit gihihkhyαa.
1.1 Purpose and Overview

Speakers of Gwich'in, an Athabascan (Athapaskan, etc.) or Dene language of

northeastern Alaska and extreme northwestern Canada, use classificatory verbs to talk about the
positioning and motion of grammatical patients. Classificatory verbs take different forms based
on the perceived characteristics of a verbal event, reflecting the real-world differences in how

various nouns, such as babies and blankets, undergo these states and events. A Gwich'in speaker,
carrying a baby, could talk about this action with the verb word ałchyaa "I'm carrying an animate

being". However, when carrying an unrolled, unfolded blanket, the speaker would use the verb
word alchal "I'm carrying something flat and cloth-like". Because these verbs classify as events
with certain qualities, such as animacy or being flat and flexible or cloth-like, nouns fitting these

descriptions are consistently paired with the same classificatory verbs, but only when such verbs
are reflective of the item's real-world state. To illustrate, the noun ts'at "blanket" is often

associated with classificatory verbs expressing "cloth-like" states and movements. If the speaker
is talking about multiple blankets, or a blanket folded or rolled up, other classificatory verbs are
used denoting a "plural" or "compact" quality to the event.

This thesis presents a study documenting and qualitatively describing Gwich'in
classificatory verbs as used by 20th- and 21st-century speakers of that language in Alaska. It
examines theme sets and stem classes across a variety of usages and contexts, as well as

aspectual and modal forms. The study is informed by data from three sources: a spoken Gwich'in
1

language class, direct speaker consultation, and transcribed Gwich'in oral literature. One

advantage of the language class, which emphasized language production in speaking, writing,

and note-taking, was a valuable opportunity to observe classificatory verbs in modern
conversational Gwich'in. A direct speaker elicitation session took place in February 2020 and

contributed examples from everyday spoken discourse. Finally, transcribed oral literature
ultimately provided an ample pool of classificatory verb data in a narrative discourse context.
Descriptive studies of classificatory verbs have been published for other Dene languages,
such as Koyukon (Denaakk'enaage') (Jette, written 1906 but published 2000; Henry & Henry,

1965) and Dine Bizaad or Navajo (Hoijer, 1945; Young, 2000). However, a similar resource for
Gwich'in is as yet unavailable. An understanding of classificatory verbs is crucial for both Dene

linguists and learners of Dene languages, so this thesis is also relevant to the fields of both
comparative morphology and language pedagogy.

Chapter 1 of this thesis introduces the Gwich'in people and their language. Chapter 2
introduces the classificatory verb phenomenon in the broader scope of Dene verb morphology
through which it may be viewed. Chapter 3 reviews the literature most relevant to Gwich'in

classificatory verbs, as well as the transcribed oral literary texts from which examples are drawn.

Also reviewed in Chapter 3 is the terminology necessary for an understanding of classificatory
verbs in any Dene language, including Gwich'in, and a rationale is given for the terms proposed.

Chapter 4 presents the study's primarily classroom- and text-based data collection methods, as
well as rationale and conventions for those methods. The data for this study consists of
classificatory verb forms encountered in the language classroom, speaker consultation, and

transcribed oral texts. The full corpus of data for this study is included with this thesis as a

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. This thesis includes examples from that body to illustrate and
2

accompany its findings, especially regarding theme set and stem class in Chapter 5. The potential

applications of the data presented for Gwich'in revitalization-focused language pedagogy, as well
as the implications of the data for comparative Dene linguistics, are discussed in Chapter 6.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the study with a summary of its main findings.
1.2 About Gwich'in

Gwich'in or Dinjii Zhuh ginjik is an Indigenous language of northeast Interior Alaska and
Canada's Yukon and Northwest Territories. Names historically used for Gwich'in include

Kutchin, Tukudh (pronounced [tα'go:]), and Loucheux (Osgood, 1936). Along with other
Northern Dene groups and the Yeniseian-speaking peoples of Siberia, Dinjii Zhuh nąįį "Gwich'in

people", lit. "Indigenous people", are keepers of a nomadic hunting and gathering tradition in the
boreal forest that extends deep into prehistory. Vadzaih "caribou" are both economically and

culturally "for the Gwich'in.. .a keystone species" (Mishler & Frank, 2019, p. 34), though this is
less the case in the Gwichyaa or Yukon Flats area (Hishinlai' Peter, 2021, personal

communication). Summer fish camps have always been another important source of food for
Gwich'in people. In the aftermath of Western contact Gwich'in people have come to inhabit
sedentary riverside or creekside villages but continue to follow a subsistence lifestyle based on

seasonal hunting and fishing.

Major Gwich'in population centers include Alaska's Gwichyaa Zheh (Fort Yukon) and
Vashrąįį K'ǫǫ (Arctic Village), along with Canada's Teechik or Van Tat (Old Crow) and Teetl'it

Zheh (Fort McPherson). "Due to outmigration from the villages to urban areas in recent decades"
(Mishler & Frank, 2019, p. 34), speakers also live in the larger urban communities of Tanan

(Fairbanks), Alaska, and Whitehorse, Yukon. The historical range of Gwich'in extends south of
Alaska's Brooks Range, from the Chandalar River basin in the west to Canada's Mackenzie River
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basin in the east. Figure 1 shows a map of the Gwich'in language area in northeastern Interior

Alaska and extreme northwestern Canada:

FIGURE 1. Gwich'in Language Map with Settlements Marked (Peter, 2019, p. 2). List of settlements: 1.
Vashrąįį Kǫǫ (Arctic Village), 2. Vįįhtąįį (Venetie), 3. Gwichyaa Zheh (Fort Yukon), 4. Deenduu (Birch
Creek), 5. Jałgiitsik (Chalkyitsik), 6. Danzhit Khaiinląįį (Circle), 7. Teechik or Van Tat (Old Crow), 8. Teetl'it
Zheh (Fort McPherson), 9. Tsiigehtchic (Arctic Red River).

Gwich'in is part of the Dene or Athabascan language family. Notwithstanding

Athabascan as a more recognizable nomenclature, the term Dene reflects the family's common

word for "people" and will be used here instead of the more common exonym Athabascan. When
the term Athabascan is used in this thesis, as above, I defer to the Tanana Chiefs Conference
(1997), an organization of Interior Alaska Native governments, in their preferred spelling of
Athabascan to Athapaskan or other variants. The Dene languages, spoken across the western
portion of North America, form three broad geographical groups: Northern, Pacific Coast, and

Southern (Apachean). The Southern Dene languages have by far the most speakers, mostly of
Dine Bizaad or Navajo, but Northern Dene is likewise by far the largest group both in terms of
geographical range and the number of languages included. The Northern Dene languages are

spoken over a vast area covering Cook Inlet, all of Interior Alaska, and most of western Canada:

4

FIGURE 2: Distribution of Na-Dene Languages (Kari, 2019). Gwich'in is spoken in northeast Interior Alaska.
The Dene or Athabascan languages form a clade within the Na-Dene language stock, which includes Eyak and Tlingit
but not Haida (Mithun, 1999).
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The internal classification of Northern Dene is a controversial topic, and the Northern Dene

regional group may not constitute a single language subfamily. Mithun (1999) proposes an

internal classification dividing Northern Dene into several groups; she places Gwichin into the

"Central Alaska-Yukon" (p. 346) clade, to which also belong all Alaskan Dene languages save
Dena'ina and Ahtna. In this clade she also includes Northern and Southern Tutchone, spoken in
Canada's Yukon Territory. Meanwhile, Leer (1996) places Gwich'in in the "Headwaters

Athabaskan" clade, which "includes Gwich'in, Han, Northern Tutchone, [and] Southern

Tutchone" (p. 193). The Gwich'in people have a close familial, cultural, and linguistic
connection with the neighboring Han (Kenneth Frank, 2019, personal communication). Local

Gwich'in varieties belong to one of "three main dialects: Alaskan [i.e., Western],. .Yukon... and

Arctic Red River Gwich'in, which differ in the evolution of certain rhymes, as well as of certain

palatalized onset series" (Leer, 1996, p. 195). All data used for this thesis is in the Western or
Alaskan dialect. It uses the term Western rather than Alaskan Gwich'in so as to avoid reference to
modern, non-Gwich'in political entities.

The Dene family has a demonstrated genealogical relationship with two languages of
Southeast Alaska: Eyak and, more distantly, Tlingit. Together, Dene-Eyak and Tlingit form the
two attested branches of the Na-Dene1 or Athabascan-Eyak-Tlingit (AET) language stock

(Krauss & Golla, 1981, p. 67). The current consensus among scholars is that "Haida is no longer

generally considered genetically related" to Na-Dene (Mithun, 1999, p. 308), despite its initial

1 Na- of Na-Dene referring to Tlingit na "people" (Sapir, 1915, p. 552).
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inclusion by Sapir (1915). Reaching even deeper into prehistory, Na-Dene shows potential for a

genealogical relationship with the Yeniseian languages of Siberia (Vajda, 2010)2.

The population of native and highly proficient non-native Gwich'in speakers in Alaska

and Canada is no more than 500. Considering Sikorski's (2008) "survey of Alaska Gwich'in,
asking communities to self-report the number of fluent [i.e., highly conversationally proficient]
Gwich'in speakers", in which "the number of speakers in Alaska was 272", Hayton (2013, p. 37)

estimates an Alaskan speaker population of 250 as of that year. Although the Gwich'in-speaking
population "has dropped since this survey due to the passing of elders and other speakers" (p.

37), some non-native speakers may also have acquired an advanced proficiency in the language.
In Canada, Gwich'in had about 275 native speakers as of 2006 (Gwich'in Social and Cultural

Institute, 2016). With 200 to 250 speakers in each country today, a figure of 400 to 500 highproficiency Gwich'in speakers worldwide is appropriate. Mishler and Frank (2019) suggest an

even more critical situation, estimating that "at best, there are probably only three hundred fluent
and semi-fluent speakers left," while noting "strong efforts underway to teach and revitalize the
language" (p. 34) in both Alaska and Canada.

Even the youngest native Gwich'in speakers are adults approaching middle age, and it is
"considered a severely endangered language due to the fact that today no children are learning
Gwich'in as their first language" (Hayton, 2013, p. 38). Even so, Gwich'in has the most speakers

of any Alaskan Dene language (Krauss & Golla, 1981, p. 77). Revitalization efforts are

2 If the Dene-Yeniseian hypothesis is correct, Gwich'in and other Na-Dene languages would
represent one of two extant branches of an unbroken linguistic and cultural tradition that can be
followed back through space and time to Mesolithic Siberia (Kari & Potter, 2010; Fortescue &
Vajda, 2021 [forthcoming]). The Yeniseian branch of this ancient tradition is represented only by
the moribund Ket language of Central Siberia.
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underway, with the language taught at the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and in K-12

schools in Canada's Yukon Territory (Gwich'in Social and Cultural Institute, 2016). This thesis
aims in part to contribute to revitalization efforts by providing a documentary and qualitatively
descriptive resource on classificatory verbs in Gwich'in that can be consulted by learners and

teachers of the language.

1.3 Conventions

1.3.1—Orthography. Several orthographies are and have historically been used for

written Gwich'in. The examples in this thesis are written in the Alaska Native Language Center

(ANLC) orthography, outlined by Peter in the introduction to her Junior Dictionary (1979, pp. iiv). This orthography is given with corresponding phonetic transcription in the table below:

TABLE 1. Gwich'in Alphabet (in Italics) with IPA Phonetic Transcription
Short vowels

Long vowels

Vowel qualities

i [ι]

ii [i:]

į, įį, ę, ęę, etc. (nasalized vowels)

e [ε]

ee [e:]

ì, ìi, į, ii, etc. (low tone)

u [u]

uu [u:]

í, íi, į, įį, etc. (high tone)

o [Ɔ]

oo [o:]

î, îi, î, îį, etc. (rising-falling tone)

a [α]

aa [α:]

ĭ, ĭi, i, ĭį etc. (falling-rising tone)
Consonants

labial
ejectives

stops and
affricates

b [p]
p ph

[ ]

dental

alveolar

postalveolar

tth' [tθ']

t' [t']
ts' [ts']

ch’ [tf ']

ddh [tδ]
tth [tθ]

d [t]
t [t ]
dz [tz]
ts [ts ]

h

h
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palatal

velar

glottal

k' [k']

g [k]
k [k ]

h

’ [Ɂ]

Table 1, continued.

fricatives (non
lateral)

v [v]

dh [δ]
th [θ]

z [z]
s [s]

laterals
nasals

h

zh [3]

g [γ]
kh [x]

sh [f]

h [h]

I [l]
ł [1]
m [m]

n

[n]

glides

y [j]

w [w]

The Gwich'in phonetic inventory contains some sounds that can be challenging for
language learners. Gwich'in has five dental fricatives and affricates in th, dh, tth, ddh, and tth'.
Although written di- or trigraphically, each represents a single phonemic consonant in Gwich'in.

dh represents the voiced dental fricative in English rather, while th represents its voiceless
counterpart, as in English thing. ddh and tth represent voiced and voiceless dental affricates,

respectively, while tth' is ejective. A letter representing a stop or affricate, like k or tth paired

with apostrophe ' represents an ejective, but apostrophe ' represents a full glottal stop when

following a vowel symbol, as in kQ'ts'a' "fireside, around the fire" (Alexander & Alexander,
2005, p. 171). In the kǫ'ts'a' "fireside" example, the ts' orthographically represents a voiceless
ejective alveolar affricate. The apostrophe ' following the ts digraph marks the glottal quality of

the ejective, as in the earlier case of tth'. Finally, ł "barred l" represents the voiceless lateral

alveolar fricative /1/ in words like łąįį "dog".
Another argument of Gwich'in orthography that must be discussed is the set of diacritics

for tone or "the relative pitch of the voice", which "affects the meaning of Gwich'in words"
(Peter, 1979, p. vi). Modern Gwich'in has four tones, in addition to unmarked vowel sounds: low,
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high, rising-falling, and falling-rising (class notes, September 2018). Of the four tones in

Gwich'in, the most frequently encountered is the low tone, as in words like ch'izhìn "eagle" and

shih "food" (Peter, 1979, p. vi). The portion of the data set taken from narrative oral literature
preserves these documents' diacritics as originally transcribed, which may not agree for all
authors and editors. Another potential factor affecting diacritics in these sources is the speakers'

use of various regional Gwich'in dialects, which may affect such properties as tone and
nasalization. Any true errors in this study's Gwich'in, typographical or otherwise, may be
considered mine.

Finally, the ANLC Gwich'in orthography makes use of the special character ï, known in

the UAF Gwich'in language classroom as a "schwa" (Hishinlai' Peter, 2018, class lecture). The
character ï is a placeholder for a vowel subject to harmony, which occurs in some prefix

syllables. To illustrate, the first-person possessive prefix shï- may surface as shi- in shiti' "my

father", but it also appears as sha- in shachaa "my younger brother". When ï precedes a syllable
containing the vowels i, e, or u, it is harmonized to i, as in shiti' "my father". Before a syllable
containing w, a or o, the surface form of ï is a, as in shachaa "my younger brother".
1.3.2—Glossing. The glossing conventions of this thesis follow the 2015 Leipzig

glossing rules set down by the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and the
University of Leipzig (Comrie, Haspelmath, & Bickel, 2008). Glossing follows a quadrilinear

structure, in which a Gwich'in word or phrase forms the first line. The second line of the gloss

divides Gwich'in words by morpheme and prepares them for a literal morpheme-by-morpheme
English gloss, found in the third line. The fourth and final line translates the Gwich'in into an
approximate English phrase or sentence. By way of introduction to both the glossing practice for
this thesis and the kinds of verbs presented in it, the Gwich'in classificatory verb phrase gwiizhik
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daagǫǫ yantl'ahchįį "while giving him the ptarmigan" (Moore, 1978, pp. 19-20) is glossed below
in example (1):

(1) gwiizhik dagǫǫ yantł'ahchįį
gwï- zhik daagǫǫ

yï-

ntl'- ah-

Ƚ- chįį

AR-while ptarmigan 3SGOBJ-palm-3SG.IMPFV-L-position animate

"while giving him the ptarmigan" (pp. 19-20).
The abbreviations used here and elsewhere in this thesis, such as AR (areal) and

3SG.IMPFV (3rd person singular imperfective) conform to the 2015 Leipzig standard

abbreviations, except where no such standard is available, as in the case of OPT (optative mode).
This and other non-Leipzig abbreviations are from Axelrod (1993, pp. x-xi), except INC (Jette &
Jones, 2000, p. xii). Since neither Axelrod (1993) nor Jette and Jones (2000) include an

abbreviation for third person pronominal object prefixes, I use 3SG.OBJ or 3PL.OBJ in glosses
for the third person pronominal object prefixyï-. The third person singular object or possessive

prefix νϊ- is also glossed 3SG.OBJ, as Alex Neil vandaii "Alex knows Neil", while the third
person plural object or possessive goo- is also glossed 3PL.OBJ, as in Alex Geddy ts'a'Neil
goondaii "Alex knows Geddy and Neil" (class notes, September 2019). The third person
pronominal object prefixyï- may be used for singular or plural objects to which the speaker has

already referred, as in both khan yin'al "s/he ate it quickly" and khan giyin'al "they ate it
quickly".
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The glossing abbreviations used in this thesis are listed in Table 2 below:

TABLE 2. Glossing Abbreviations Used in This Thesis
Abbreviation

Meaning

Abbreviation

Meaning

ANIM

Animate

AR

Areal

CNJ

Conjugation

COM

Comitative

DIR

Directional

#*

Disjunct boundary

FUT

Future

INC*

Incorporated stem
(Jette & Jones, 2000,
p. xi)

IMPFV

Imperfective

INDF

Indefinite

INS

Instrumental

ITER*

Iterative

MOM*

Momentaneous

NEG

Negative

OBJ

Object

OPT*

Optative

P

Patient

PFV

Perfective

(1-3)PL

(1st-3rd pers.) plural

POSS

Possessive

PP*

Postposition

QUAL*

Qualifier

REFL

Reflexive

(1-3)SG

(1st-3rd pers.) singular

SBJ

Subject

THEM

Thematic

* = not standardized in Leipzig conventions.
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2. The Dene Classificatory Verb

2.1 Dene Verb Morphology
Classificatory verbs are encountered in every attested Dene language. All Dene verbs,

classificatory or otherwise, are governed by a rich system of prefixes that provide the inflectional
or derivational shades of a state or action. Strings of these prefixes are anchored by a verb stem,

which occurs in a syllable word-final when unaccompanied by a syllabic suffix. In Chiricahua
Apache, a Southern Dene language spoken on both sides of the Mexico-New Mexico border
(Kari, 2019), the classificatory verb word baƷíńƷa' "he gave [a bundle of arrows] to him" (Hoijer,
"fourth person subject [i.e., 'he']", ή-

1945, p. 14) contains the prefixes ba- "to him",

"perfective", and ø- "classifier zero". These prefixes attach to the verb stem -Ʒa' "momentaneous
perfective...to handle a mass":
(2) baƷíńƷa'

ba-

Ʒí-

ή-

Ø - Ʒa'

3SG.OBJ- 4SG.SBJ- PFV- 0- handle mass[MOM.PFV]

"He gave [a bundle of arrows] to him" (Chiricahua Apache; Hoijer, 1945, p. 14).
Despite the vast geographical distance between Alaska's Brooks Range and the Rio
Grande, verb morphologies across the Dene language family follow the same recognizable

formula of verb word formation, with recognizably cognate prefixes and stems performing the

same functions in the same parts of the verb word. In the example above, each of the prefixes has

a recognizable cognate in Gwich'in, and while a specific stem for "handle mass" may not exist in
Gwich'in, stems are present for such expressions as the "handling" and "positioning" of a
compact or plural object, either of which could refer to a bundle of arrows. The Chiricahua
example serves as a useful introduction to the Dene classificatory verb, as it illustrates basic
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principles of both Dene verb formation and classificatory verbs that are as relevant in Gwich'in
as they are in Chiricahua.
2.1.1 Verb Stems. As is the case in every Na-Dene language, including Tlingit

(Eggleston, 2013), Gwich'in verbs employ a prefixing morphology across a verb complex, or
templatic framework, headed by a word-final bound stem morpheme. This verb stem provides

the core semantic value of the verb word. By way of further introduction to the Dene stemanchored verb morphology, let us examine the Gwich'in classificatory verb stems -naii "classify
compact" and -tin "classify stick-like". As bound morphemes, these verb stems cannot be used as

stand-alone words, but require strings of prefixes to form verb words like OBJnàanaii "he

dropped compact" and OBJkhàneiintin "he took out stick-like":

(3) vakò' nàanaii

νϊ-

kò'

n- àa-

L-naii

3SG.POSS-ember CNJ-3SG.PFV-L-compact moves through space[MOM.PFV]
"he dropped his hot ember" (Mishler, 1995, pp.104-105).

(4) k'ì' khàneiintin
k'ì'

khà-

nee- #in-

Ø-tin

arrow THEM.surface-ITER#3SG.PFV- 0-stick-like in position

"he...took the arrow out [of the wound]" (pp. 198-199).
Derivational and inflectional processes in Dene verbs take place across the prefix strings,
which match with classifier prefixes and verb stems to create verb words. Prefixes may be
thematic, incorporate, qualifier, conjugation/inflectional, or classifier. A verb word's prefix string

is followed by the verb stem and any suffixation. Every Dene verb word is morphologically
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plotted along a predictable pattern of prefix strings, classifier prefixes, and stems, and may be
deduced by their structure into formulae known as verb themes.

2.1.2 Verb Themes. In the Gwich'in verb word OBJnàanaii "he dropped compact"
glossed in example (3), the conjugation prefix n- precedes modal conjugation -αa-, which is
morphosyntactically associated with the classifier prefix, in this case underlying -L-. The prefix
string then joins with the stem -naii "compact moves through space" in the momentaneous

perfective aspect, forming example (3) nàanaii as part of the verb phrase vakò' nàanaii "he
dropped his hot ember" (Mishler, 1995, pp. 104-105). Using this expression, one may infer such

variant forms as OBJnaalnąįį "I drop compact", following the notation L+nąįį. A formula like

this one is called a verb theme and can be used to predict any desired form of a particular verb.

Verb themes conjoin the core semantic content of a verb, contained in the stem, with necessary
information, contained in the prefixes, regarding the circumstances peculiar to a given verbal
event (i.e., state or action). It should be noted that the verb theme itself does not include
conjugation and/or inflection incidental to a given surface form, which is included in the verb

gloss, presented in the third line of each numbered example phrase.

The prefixing, thematic, stem-anchored process of verb formation observed in Dene
languages like Gwich'in is one of extreme antiquity, older perhaps than the Na-Dene language

stock itself. Perhaps not coincidentally, one of the distinct features of Siberia's Yeniseian
language family is a thematic, prefixing verb morphology with a word-final "verb base" (Vajda,

2010, p. 36), which occupies the same word-final position and comprises the same semantic

nucleus of a verb that are observable in the Dene verb stem. The verb theme is an established
convention for word formation in all Na-Dene languages, including Eyak (Krauss, 1965) and

Tlingit (Eggleston, 2013). Kari (1979) calls the verb theme "the underlying lexical specification
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and common structural denominator that underlies all attested derivations" (p. 30) for any given
Na-Dene verb. Axelrod (1993) lists the components of a verb theme, including "the verb root,

classifier, thematic prefixes (if any), and a mark for transitivity (presence or absence of a direct
object position)" (p. 16). Since, as Kari notes, the theme underlies every attested form of a Dene

verb word, this template is an indispensable tool for verb formation.
Verb themes give speakers a skeletal framework for constructing verb words, while
learners and teachers can use verb themes as the abstract underlying form of a verb paradigm. In
both examples (3) OBJnàanaii "he dropped compact" and (4) OBJkhàneiintin "he took out
stick-like" the verb theme is a relatively basic transitive form: disjunct, pronominal, and qualifier

prefixes are paired with classifiers and stems. The verb word in example (4) for "take out stick
like" can be glossed kha+nee#0+tin, the thematic template of which informs the formation of
"take out stick-like" verb words in other modes and aspects, as with future-mode OBJ

khàneehintm "you will take out stick-like".
As Kari's (2000, pp. 758-759) Koyukon verb complex illustrates, derivational and

thematic prefixes, except for qualifiers, occupy a relatively distant position from the verb stem,
beyond the "disjunct boundary" (p. 758), marked with the hash symbol #. The "pronominal" (p.

758), as well as the "qualifier zone ∣and∣.. .conjugation zone" (p. 759), are located within that
boundary—a region of the verb complex known as the "conjunct" (p. 759), described by Axelrod

(1993) as "those prefixes that are phonologically more intimately bound to the verb stem" (p.
16). In example (4) OBJ khaneiintin "he took out stick-like" the thematic prefix kha- and

iterative nee- occur beyond the disjunct boundary #, and are therefore unaffected by the
following i vowel in the conjugation zone.
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Prefixes falling within the conjunct zone are subject to vowel harmony, as observed with
the 1st-person object prefix shι- in the classificatory verb words OBJshantł'àhchak "she gave me
food" and OBJshintł'intin "you give me stick-like":

(5) Shhsųų Soozun vadzaih nilįį...vιkeeyαhch'yαα shantł'ahchak.

tsųų

shï-

Soozun vadzaih nilįį...

1SG.POSS-grandmother Soozun caribou meat...
νϊ-

kee#yi-

ah-

L-ch'yαa shι-

ntł'-αh

-chak

3SG.OBJ-INC#3.O-3SG.PFV-L-cook 1SG.POSS-palm-3SG.PFV-food in position

"My mother-in-law [lit., 'grandmother'] Soozun gave me.. .caribou meat that she cooked"
(Peter, 1992, p. 6).

(6) KQ' shintł'intin yindhan?
kǫ'

shι-

ntł'- in-

0-tin

yï- in-

Ø-dhan

match 1SG.OBJ-palm-2SG.IMPFV-0-stick-like in position 3.O-2SG.IMPFV-Ø-want

"please give me a match" polite, lit., "do you want to hand me a match?" (class notes,
October 2019).
Qualifier prefixes are aspectual or derivational, contrasting with the conjugation prefixes,
which are associated with inflection and mode (Kari, 2000). Only disjunct, object pronominal,
and qualifier prefixes appear in a verb theme, while a given verb word form exhibits predictable

conjugational or "operational" (Kari, 2021, forthcoming) or conjugational prefixes for person and

mode. Consider the verb theme OBJ+QUAL+L+ch'yaa "need OBJ", as in chųų t'arąąhch'yaa
"we need water". The verb word t'arąąhch'yaa can be glossed QUAL.t'+1PL.IMPFV+L+ch'yaa,

but the imperfective first-person plural conjugation of this particular verb word is not included in
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the verb theme OBJ+QUAL+L+ch'yaa. Verb word glosses must not be confused with verb

themes.
2.1.3 Mode and Aspect. As in other Dene languages, Gwich'in verbs conjugate for first-,
second-, and third-person singular, plural, and sometimes dual, as in noh'oo "you two go by

walking". As students progress through their first year of a college class in spoken Gwich'in, they
learn not only verb conjugations, but also the Gwich'in equivalent to English present, past, and

future tenses. The temporal dimensions of all Dene verb events, including those in Gwich'in,
involve not tense, strictly speaking, but both mode and aspect. The Gwich'in system parallels that

of the neighboring Koyukon language, presented at length by Axelrod (1993). She notes the
following characteristics of mode in Koyukon, which may equally be applied to Gwich'in:

There are four modes: imperfective, perfective, future, and optative. Mode, then, includes

a basic aspectual distinction of completion (perfective) versus no completion
(imperfective) along the same plane as categories that have traditionally been viewed as
tense (future) and mode (optative). All four, however, have true modal function in that

they provide the means to express the distinction between realis and irrealis. (pp.18-19)
Axelrod goes on to describe mode in Koyukon as "that category by means of which the

distinction of realis and irrealis is expressed" (p. 33).

A "realis" action, expressed by a verb in the imperfective or perfective, refers to a real

event occurring or having occurred. "Irrealis" actions have not begun or may not occur at all, and
are expressed using verbs taking either the future or optative mode.

Turning from Koyukon to the corresponding modal system of Gwich'in, examples (3)

OBJnàanaii "he dropped compact" and (4) OBJkhàneiintin "he took out stick-like" are in the
perfective mode, referring as they do to a completed, past event. Using the information in the
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verb theme formulae, examples (3) and (4) can readily be conjugated into different forms for

person and mode, as in OBJnahalnąįį "I will drop compact" and OBJkhàneehintin "you will
take out stick-like". The examples above demonstrate the potential for surface variation in verb
words according to modal conjugation, but it is also observable that the essential structure of the
verb, communicated by the verb theme, is unchanged.

As noted by Axelrod, Dene languages are particularly rich in the aspectual categorization

of verbs; Koyukon has fifteen aspects, or "means of describing the temporal characteristics of a
situation without reference to the speech event" (p. 2) and four "superaspects" that "can co-occur
with other aspects, and with each other, producing a layering of meaning" (p. 88). Aspect and

mode interact to lend verbal events a nuanced temporal framework that is expressed in the prefix

string of a verb. Although "a single morpheme or a distinct and discrete unit corresponding to
each separate aspect cannot be isolated, there is a multiplicity of morphological patterns and

semantic characterizations associated with each aspect" (Axelrod, 1993, p. 111). Example (3)

uses the verb stem -naii "compact moves through space" in the momentaneous aspect, as
evidenced by the n- modal prefix, "diagnostic of the momentaneous.. .no other aspect appears

with ne- [cognate Koyukon prefix] as the mode prefix in both the perfective and imperfective"

(p. 113). Because aspectual categorization of classificatory verb stems is most relevant to this
study in terms of a given verb stem's perfectivity and imperfectivity, aspect is marked in glosses
when a verb stem changes for the perfective and imperfective forms. The four superaspects are
distributive, multiple, customary, and progressive. The superaspect featuring most prominently

in this study is the "disjunct iterative prefix, no- [Gwich'in nee-]" (Axelrod, 1993, p. 96), which
"carries the meaning 'again' or 'returning'" (p. 96) and is observable in example (4) khaneiintin
"he took out sticklike" (Mishler, 1995, pp. 198-199).
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Examples of modal verb paradigms in Gwich'in are presented in Appendix A, Table 13,

which organizes paradigms by the verbs' classifier prefixes.
2.1.4 Classifier Prefixes and Modal Conjugation. Every Dene verb stem is accompanied
by a classifier prefix (or simply classifier), which is associated with "voice and valency" (Rice

2000, p. 177) and occurs "in prefixal position immediately preceding the stem" (Krauss, 1969, p.

53). In Gwich'in, as "in all the Athapaskan [sic] languages, verbs are grouped into four classes
[i.e., classifiers]: the zero class (which includes both transitive and intransitive verbs), the l- class
(mainly transitives derived from zero class intransitives), the d- class (mainly passive or

mediopassive verbs derived from zero class transitives), and the l- class (mainly passive and
mediopassive verbs derived from l- class transitives)" (Hoijer, 1971, p. 134).

In a full verb word, classifier prefixes are either directly observable, like the -Ł- of

zhyagahałts'ii "I'll tease them" (Hishinlai' Peter, September 2019, class lecture), or present in the
underlying form and outwardly observable from the conjugation template used, like the -D- of

chųų shinįį "I'm drinking water". In this example the verb stem -nįį may be identified as taking
the D-classifier prefix due to the first-person imperfective conjugation shi-, which may only be

used to conjugate verb stems accompanied by that classifier prefix (Hishinlai' Peter, 2018, class
lecture). The classifier prefix of any given verb word may be determined by examining the

conjugation paradigm, since "a classifier prefix shapes the phonological realization of a syllable
containing it" (Siri Tuttle, 2020, personal communication).
Another Dene morpheme important for modal verb conjugation, the "third person
pronominal prefix", is used "if a lexical nominal identifies the object" (Mithun, 2003, p. 268) to

the speakers. The third-person pronominal object prefix manifests in Gwich'in asyï-, and may be

observed in verb words like yahchyaa "she carries it (animate)":
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(7) Yagha' tr'injaa łąįį tsal ahchyaa. Khityahchyaa.

yagha' tr'injaa łąįį tsal

ah-

Ł-chyaa.

Khit

that one woman dog small 3SG.IMPFV-L-carry animate. Always

yï- ah

-Ł-chyaa.

3.O-3SG.IMPFV-L-carry animate.
"That woman carries a little dog. She always carries it" (class notes, November 2019).
The third-person pronominal object, here theyï- ofyahchyaa "she carries it [animate]",
cannot be used at the first mention of a third-person object, but takes the place of the usual third

person object marker νϊ-, itself also technically pronominal in function, when that object has
already been introduced. Examples of the third-person pronominal object may be further
observed in Appendix A's table of modal conjugation paradigms for active verbs, arranged by

classifier prefix.
2.1.5 Thematic and Qualifier Prefixes. The verb complex, or layout of the verb theme,
contains several prefix zones delineated by Kari (2000, pp. 758-759) in Koyukon. Moving to the
left from the verb stem, these are the "conjugation zone.. .qualifier zone" (p. 759), "pronominal

zone" (p. 758), and the disjunct zone (Kari, 2021, forthcoming). While this chapter has already
discussed Gwich'in verb conjugation (i.e., mode) and pronominal prefixes, it has yet to examine
the qualifier and disjunct or zones. The qualifier and disjunct prefixes are thematic, which is to

say that they surface in every attested form of a verb word, in every possible grammatical
context, and are therefore considered an inseparable part of the verb theme. Qualifier prefixes,

according to Hargus' (2000) study of Deg Xinag, are "thematic prefixes ∣which] have
derivational and/or inflectional functions" (p. 4). Meanwhile, only "derivational-thematic" (Kari,

2000, p. 758) prefixes are encountered in the disjunct. Thematic prefixes in the disjunct may also
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include ancient elements still integral to the verb word but no longer carrying an observable

grammatical function.

2.2 Classificatory Verbs
The movement and positioning of noun entities is expressed in Gwich'in using a system

of classificatory verbs. These verbs are another grammatical argument, like verb stems, verb
themes, and classifier prefixes, shared across the Dene language family. Classificatory verbs are

those which "signify the states of being or actions of more or less precisely delimited" classes of
item (Davidson, Elford, & Hoijer, 1963, p. 30). The verb words anchored by classificatory stems

"deal with the handling of certain categories of objects which are classified according to the size,

shape, texture, and number of objects" (Henry & Henry, 1965, p. 110). A classificatory verb
belongs to one of several "verb sets" (Davidson, Elford, & Hoijer, 1963, p. 32), here called theme
sets to recognize that they are in themselves sets of verb themes rather than of verb words.

Classificatory verb theme sets specify the type of motion an item undergoes—for example,
handling versus free movement through space.
While classificatory verb themes belong to a series of sets, classificatory verb stems

belong to one of up to twelve (Davidson, Elford, & Hoijer, 1963, p. 32) "stem classes" (Henry &
Henry, 1965, p. 112), which specify an action's physical characteristics—for example, actions

involving "a flexible or fabric-like object" versus those involving "a container and its contents"
(pp. 112-113). In example (2), Chiricahua baƷińƷa "He gave [a bundle of arrows] to him", the

verb theme OBJ 0+ +ja'[MOM.PFV] corresponds to the theme set "handle", with a stem

belonging the "mass" stem class (Hoijer, 1945, p. 14). While this phenomenon is well-

documented in other Dene languages, the behavior of Gwich'in classificatory verbs has received
little attention in the literature. It is important to mention here that the terms theme set and stem
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class are not to be confused with the stem set as defined by Jette and Jones (2000, pp. xxxiii-

xxxv), or list of aspectual variations in the surface forms of a verb stem. Each verb stem unique

to a particular aspect, such as momentaneous, neuter, or durative, is called a verb class, also not
to be confused with the theme set and stem class discussed here.

To further introduce the concepts of theme set and stem class in Gwich'in, consider the
example from the beginning of this thesis—the carrying of a child, expressed with phrases like

ch’ahan digii ahchyaa "the mother is carrying her child":

(10)
Ch’ahan digii ahchyaa.
ch'ι-

han

dï-

gii

ah-

Ł-chyaa

INDF.POSS-mother REFL-child 3SG.IMPF-L-carry animate
"the mother is carrying her child" (class notes, October 2019).

The verb word ahchyaa, which translates to "s/he's carrying an animate being", is one
manifestation of the verb theme L+chyaa denoting controlled handling or carrying. Because the

stem -chyaa of the classificatory verb theme L+chyaa specifically expresses the controlled
handling of a living being, it belongs to the "animate" stem class.
2.2.1 Theme Set. A classificatory verb theme set indicates the sort of motion or state that
an item undergoes. For instance, the action of giving an item belongs to a different theme set

than an item thrown or dropped. Giving an item is conceived of in Gwich'in as an act of placing
something in the hand of the receiver, so "give" verbs belong to the "position" theme set. This set

is always in the neuter or stative aspect:
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(11)
Ts'at nakhwantł'agahahtsuu.
ts'at

nakhwι- ntł'ï- ga- hah- Ł-tsuu

blanket 2PL.OBJ-palm-3PL-FUT-L-position cloth-like
"they'll give you guys a blanket" (class notes, October 2019).

Were one to literally translate this sentence, it could read as something like they will

position a blanket at rest in all your hands.
Davidson, Elford, and Hoijer (1963) list four theme sets observed in Dene languages,

corresponding to an object "A...in a position of rest...B...movement or handling of the
object...
C...throwing, dropping of the object..[and] D...free movement in space of the object"

(pp. 30-31). Not all four theme sets have been attested in each language, as is the case for
Mattole and Galice, which only exhibit theme sets A and B (p. 39). The question of whether the

handling of an item is controlled, as when carried, or uncontrolled, as when dropped, appears
relevant to classificatory verb formation. Rice (1998) examines the controlled/uncontrolled
dichotomy for verbs of giving and taking in Dene Sułine (Chipewyan). She highlights the

distinction between the controlled action of giving, "a form of handing, which requires explicit
mention of the recipient's palm." and that of "giving in an uncontrolled manner", which "is not

really like giving at all. It is more like an agitated gesture of throwing or dumping, depending on
the nature of the [thing] being transferred" (p. 118). Likewise, Young (2000) differentiates
"handle stems", which "describe the movement of an object or objects by continuing manual

contact" (p. 2), from "propel stems", which "describe the abrupt movement of an object that

is/are set in motion by an agent who tosses, throws or intentionally drops it/them" (p. 2). Both
"handle stems" and "propel stems" are different from "fly stems", which "describe the
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independent movement of an object or objects of a particular class, as when it flies through the
air, falls, or otherwise moves without an agent or causative force" (p. 2). In the case of Gwich'in,

there are two other theme sets besides the "position" set introduced in example (11): one for

actions of controlled carrying, and one for any movement through space, either controlled or
uncontrolled.

2.2.2 Stem Class. A classificatory verb stem class indicates how a verbal event—which, it
may be restated, can be either a state or an action—occurs relative to the theme set. For instance,

a verbal event happening rigidly or in a stick-like way, as to a gun or match, differs inherently
from one occurring in a flat, flexible, cloth-like way, as to an unrolled blanket. This semantic
distinction in manner of action necessitates different verb stems and, by extension, classes of

verb stems. Young (2000) opens his comprehensive overview of Navajo verb structure with a

presentation of classificatory verb theme sets and stem classes (pp. 2-17). Table 14, presenting
Young's data, may be found in appendix B, attesting the following stem classes for single

objects: compact, non-compact, mushy, cloth-like, slender flexible, slender stiff, single animate,
load/pack/burden, and open container. These accompany two plural classes, the latter for a

profusion of small particles, and one class for items that move by streaming. Young further
assigns each classificatory verb theme to one of three sets: handle, propel, and fly/move
independently. Each of these classes and sets is represented by a cognate in either Koyukon
(Kari, 2000, 760-761), Lower Tanana (Kari, 2021, forthcoming), or both. Although many stem

classes in Dene languages are cognate, all stem classes may not be shared by all Dene languages.
The stem classes observed thus far in Gwich'in are stick-like, food, cloth-like, plural/rope-like,

animate, open container, sack of granules, compact, and deteriorated (see Chapter 5).
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2.3 Conclusion

The Gwich'in language, although endangered, is relatively well-documented and
undergoing revitalization. Gwich'in is like other Dene languages in its use of a prefixing verb

morphology anchored by a verb stem; the stems of Dene verbs are preceded by classifier prefixes

and derivational or inflectional prefix strings. Gwich'in is also typical in its use of classificatory

verbs: a special set of motion and position verbs that encode information about the entities

involved, as well as the event. The next chapter will briefly review the available literature
pertaining to Gwich'in classificatory verb documentation and description.
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3. Literature Review

3.1 Introduction
Classificatory verbs are a well-documented feature of the Dene language family, and
Gwich'in is amply documented in terms of archived texts and other bodies from which to draw

data. This thesis aims to document and describe classificatory verbs in Western (Alaskan)
Gwich'in as attested in transcribed oral literature and the modern spoken form of the language.

Gwich'in, like every other Dene language, includes classificatory verbs in its morpho-

grammatical toolkit. These verbs are used to talk about the movement and placement of "certain
categories of objects which are classified according to the size, shape, texture and number"

(Henry & Henry, 1965, p. 110) of the noun involved. Davidson, Elford, and Hoijer (1963)
examine theme sets and stem classes across all three branches of the Dene language family,
allowing for inter-branch comparison of classificatory verbs. While no published study of

Gwich'in classificatory verbs exists at this time, published work on classificatory verbs is
available for other Dene languages. Work done on related languages provides a set of conceptual

tools that can be applied to Gwich'in.

This thesis refers to several terms that may be easily confused, among them verb stem,
stem class, and theme set. First, Dene verbs are anchored by the verb stem, which provides the

core semantic value of a verb word. Classificatory verb stems are demarcated by some
characteristic or spatial dimension of the action or state. Henry and Henry's (1965) work with
Koyukon identified these groupings as "stem classes" (p. 112). Since verbs represent actions

involving nouns, "each class is associated with objects of a particular size, shape, texture, and

number" such as "a rigid, usually slender object" or "soft, sticky mass[es] (e.g., cooked cereal,
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dough, soft mud)" (p. 112). The verb stems corresponding to this class can only be used in

reference to nouns with that class's perceived qualities. The actions in each classificatory stem

class are spread over several "set[s].. .denoting the object category.. .in a position of
rest.. .movement or handling of the object.. .throwing, dropping...[and] free movement" (pp. 30
31), later identified as "verb sets" (p. 32); this thesis uses the term theme set. Some Dene

languages, like Tłichǫ' Yatiì (Dogrib), have the four classificatory verb theme sets described

above; others, like Galice, have only the first two.
Henry and Henry's term "stem class" (1965, p. 112) is synonymous with what Davidson,

Elford and Hoijer call "object category" (1963, p. 31). Of the two terms, "object category" is less
accurate in that the nouns categorized are not only grammatical objects, but also subjects in the

case of neuter "position" verbs. "Stem class" is also a more accurate term than "object category"
because these classes are of neither objects nor subjects nor any other noun, but actions—

classificatory verb stems. Hence, Henry and Henry's term "stem class" (1965, p. 112) is used
here. Although classificatory verb stems classify actions, not things, the intrinsic nature of these
verbs lends itself secondarily to the classification of involved nominal entities.

3.2 Classificatory Verbs, Noun Classification, and Verb Classification
Before examining how classificatory verbs classify actions, it is useful to first examine

classificatory verbs as a system for classifying nouns involved with these verbs by their qualities,

which can be typologically compared to similar systems in other languages and families. Allan
(1977) draws a distinction between "classifier languages" (p. 286) and others. Dene languages
are described as having a "predicate classifier" (p. 286) system; verb classification in this case

occurs in the verb stems, which are grouped by the perceived characteristics of an action.
Predicate classifier systems contrast with languages using three other systems, namely "numeral
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classifier languages..
.concordial classifier languages...and...intra-locutive classifier languages".

In numeral classifier languages "a classifier is obligatory in expressions of quantity". In
concordial classifier languages, "classifying formatives are affixed (usually prefixed) to nouns"
(p. 286). Intra-locutive classifier languages place classificatory morphemes "in some of the

locative expressions which obligatorily accompany nouns in most environments" (p. 287). The
Dene system places classifying information in the stem of the verb—part of the predicate.

Gwich'in therefore contrasts typologically with a language like Burmese, which classifies nouns

by measure words used in numeral expressions, as in "nwâ θoun kάun 'cow three animal' = 'three
cows'" (p. 293).

The classificatory verb system of Koyukon has received more scholarly attention than
those of other Northern Dene languages. Indeed, one of the earliest extant studies of

classificatory verbs in any Dene language is in Jette's (1906) handwritten grammar of Koyukon,
published in part in Jette and Jones's (2000) dictionary. Jette proposes twelve "categories" (p.
760), or stem classes, for Koyukon classificatory verbs, listed and numbered as follows (pp. 760

766):

TABLE 3. Koyukon "Categories" or Stem Classes
"Category"
(p. 760)
number
i
ii

iii
iv

Description

Example

"plural objects"
(p. 760)
"innumerable or
multitudinous
objects" (p. 761)
"unspecified
objects" (p. 761)
"live objects" (p.
762)

deenge "money [i.e., multiple coins or bills]"

k'edotlaa' "bullets"

k'edotlaa' "a bullet"
łeek "dog"
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Table 3, continued.
v

vi

vii

viii

ix

x

xi

xii

"deteriorated
(flabby) or wet
things" (p. 762)
"hard things, or
rather, stiff
things" (p. 762)
"sheathed or
sacked objects"
(p. 762)
"dished objects"
(p. 762)

"powders, or
powdered
objects" (p. 762)
"folding objects"
(p. 763)
"eatable things"
(p. 763)
"burning things"
(p. 763)

k'etseedle' "rotten fish"

tleełten' "a bow"

daakk'un nołketl'e "a sack full of tobacco"

"all objects actually in a dish, cup, plate, [open] bottle...or
recipient of any kind, provided the recipient be of a stiff
material, and not of a soft substance as in the preceding
category. For instance, a cup of tea...a dish of berries,
etc..any object which is capable of being handled in this
way can come under this category", e.g., geege "[an open
dish of] berries" (p. 762)
łoyh "sand"

taabeeł "a net"
leggune "dried fish"

ł "the moon"

Jette notes that a classificatory function "occurs in only two primitive verbs of the

language, viz. -eslaa "I put", and etldaał "I throw" (p. 760), corresponding to the theme sets for
items at rest and for uncontrolled handling. A short list accompanies each stem class of items
such as "dzaah, pitch...
k'edootlaa', bullets.∣and] geege, berries" (p. 761) for "Category ii—

Innumerable or multitudinous objects" (p. 761). His list of stem classes generally parallels those
of Henry and Henry (1965) with the conspicuous absence of a class for "burning" (pp. 112-113)
or incandescent objects. Henry and Henry's work also contrasts with Jette's in that it proposes

three theme sets. The first set "describe∣s] the object as being nonviolently handled or moved, or
in a position of rest" (p. 112). Verbs of giving, for instance, may be included in this set (p. 112).
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The second set "denote[s] the object being handled violently (e.g., thrown or being dropped on
purpose)", while the third "denote[s] the object freely moving through space (e.g., falling)" (p.

112). Henry and Henry's theme sets more closely resemble those in Gwich'in than Jette's,
although the Gwich'in system still differs in several areas from Koyukon. Henry and Henry's

research is also relevant in that it gives a more complete template for an overview of
classificatory verbs in a Northern Dene language. A study attempting to establish stem classes
and theme sets in Gwich'in should aim to focus on data corresponding to that presented by Henry
and Henry (1965) for Koyukon.

Axelrod (2000) examines Koyukon not only in terms of its classificatory verbs, but also

regarding its classification system in general, including the mode and aspect system for verbs (p.
13). She draws parallels between the systems of verb and noun classification in the areas of
"semantic structure and in its discourse function of providing strategies for text cohesion" (p. 26)

in that both systems provide "information about shape, number, purpose, and condition of states
and events" (p. 21). Axelrod's work, then, gives a holistic overview of classification in Koyukon,

providing a comparison for noun and verb systems that had been previously unexplored. Noun
classification in Gwich'in may be predicted to have correspondences with Koyukon, given the
languages' geographic proximity and close genetic relationship.
3.3 Literature on Gwich'in classificatory verbs

Gwich'in classificatory verbs receive no attention in any of the literature thus far

discussed; they are briefly mentioned, however, by Peter (1979) and by Firth (2003). The former
work, an introduction to her Gwich'in Junior Dictionary, describes classificatory verbs as
follows:
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"... express[ing] the idea of doing something to a certain kind of object... In English, we

use the same verb ‘wear' for wearing any kind of clothing, and the same verb ‘throw' for
throwing anything. In Gwich'in, however, various kinds of clothing require their own

special verbs, with entirely different stems" (Peter, 1979, p. xiii).

The work does not provide any examples of classificatory verb words, stem classes, or

theme sets. Firth's (2003) short treatment of classificatory verbs in Eastern (Canadian) Gwich'in
also appears in the introduction to a dictionary, with nine verb phrases containing classificatory
verbs. These classificatory verb phrases, such as tfyah Vintł'aiilìh "I give him a rope" and diik'ee
vintł'aiityin "I give him a gun" (sec. III, pp. 5-6), document four of Gwich'in's stem classes.
Firth's brief discussion remains the most detailed treatment of Gwich'in classificatory verbs

available. Given that there is a relatively copious documentary Gwich'in literature, the
availability of a descriptive reference work for classificatory verbs in this language will be a

productive step toward processing and presenting documented language data in a way that is

accessible to learners, teachers, and linguists.

3.4 Gwich'in Oral Literature
Gwich'in students, teachers, and linguists are fortunate to have an abundance of

transcribed oral literature, recorded from speakers, at their disposal through the Alaska Native
Language Archive. Peter and Sapir (1982) transcribe and publish the stories of early-20th-century
Gwich'in elder John Fredson in a volume edited by McGary, who later (1984) compiled

traditional Gwich'in stories from multiple sources in a 998-page MA thesis. Transcribed oral
narratives by Herbert (1984) and Peter (1992) record their authors' youth living on the land,
while Mishler (1995) transcribes the traditional and life stories of elders Johnny and Sarah Frank.
Finally, Mishler and Frank (2019) transcribe conversations and stories relating to traditional
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caribou lore. In each of these works, Gwich'in is presented side-by-side with an English

translation, allowing for easy reference and comparison between the two languages and aiding

with glossing. This thesis examines classificatory verb examples and data collected from these
three sources.
3.5 Conclusion

The scholarly literature on Dene classificatory verbs is well-established, although the

terminology used is not always consistent between authors. Gwich'in, furthermore, is a language

with a strong tradition of text production. While Gwich'in classificatory verbs are not entirely
without mention in the literature, and while they are readily observed in available texts, this

grammatical feature is by no means adequately described. Likewise, a dedicated descriptive
resource on Gwich'in classificatory verb morphology will prove useful for linguists, teachers,
and learners.
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4. Data Collection and Methodology

4.1 Introduction
Of the Interior Alaskan Dene languages, Gwich'in is at present the most accessible to the

beginning student. First, Gwich'in is taught as a spoken language at the University of Alaska

Fairbanks (UAF). Second, the Gwich'in oral literary and historical tradition forms a substantial
body including such works as McGary (1984), Mishler and Frank (2019), Peter (1992), and

Mishler (1994). Finally, with between three hundred and five hundred speakers in the US and

Canada, Gwich'in has the most speakers of any Alaskan Dene language, some of whom are
members of the Fairbanks and UAF communities. Access to language instruction, speaker

consultation, and a body of transcribed literature allows ample opportunity to observe

classificatory verbs in spoken Gwich'in. Ultimately, most of the data for this thesis comes from
the former two sources of classroom instruction and oral literature transcriptions. In the first
case, classroom instruction gave a direct and technical introduction to classificatory verbs, while

oral narrative texts provided "situational and interactional authenticity" (Ellis & Shintani, 2014,
p. 164) not encountered in class. Although only one elicitation session was able to be conducted,

the classificatory verb data from that session further contributes observable variations in

everyday spoken Gwich'in from the forms and rules learned in the classroom.

4.2 Data Collection
As noted above, the data in this study is drawn from three sources. The first body of data

comes from class lectures and notes, taken over two years of spoken Gwich'in undergraduate

language classes at UAF, taught by that university's Gwich'in professor, Dr. Hishinlai' Peter.

Overall, classroom study of spoken Gwich'in proved a rich source of data that could be actively
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monitored and corrected for accuracy and pragmatics. Second, data is drawn from a direct

elicitation session conducted with a speaker in February 2020. Although further sessions were
originally planned, the subsequent COVID-19 pandemic and accompanying social distancing
policies made additional face-to-face consultation with speakers impossible. Third, consultation
of Gwich'in oral literary texts provided greater interactional and contextual authenticity than is

typically available in a language class or elicitation session. The complementary nature of
spoken language and oral literature study allowed for a broad sampling pool of classificatory

verb data.
4.2.1 Classroom Instruction. This thesis follows a two-year series of Gwich'in spoken

language classes introducing grammar, topical lexicon, and conversational expressions in

Gwich'in that are typical of the foreign- or second-language classroom. This course also included
language unique to the Gwich'in culture and worldview. A key component of the UAF Gwich'in

language class philosophy is Sociocultural Theory, which sees language as a "symbolic tool, that

humans [use] to mediate their social interactions" (Peter, 2019, p. 31). Language has been used
as a "tool to teach about Gwich'in values and practices for generations past" (p. 30), and in the

same way language is used in the UAF Gwich'in class to mediate information. As the focus of
the class is on productive language use, spoken and written Gwich'in are a tool for "mediating"
(p. 31) the values and culture of the language community.
The language classroom provides unique opportunities for language documentation. The

role of the linguist is essentially that of a language learner, while consultants are their teachers.
In any good language classroom, learners are presented with structured, clear information on the
desired language point with examples, while the teacher models and guides accurate production.
The students' utterances, when accurate, constitute examples of the desired language point. This
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thesis therefore incorporates material from class notes, as well as sentences composed for class

assignments.
Students in UAF's Gwich'in language class begin to encounter classificatory verbs even

in the first semester of study, as in the weather expression gishreim'ąįį "it's sunny". In the second

semester, classificatory verbs are encountered in a lesson on clothing, in which students talk
about different kinds of clothing using verb stems denoting "cloth-like" and "compact". In this

lesson students learn that the "put cloth-like" verb theme, L+tsuu, is used to mean "wear" in
reference to upper-body garments, as in example (12) ch'itł'eets'al ik nahantsuu? "will you wear

a traditional shirt?" (class notes, March 2019), but cannot be used to refer to hats, the wearing of
which is expressed with the "position compact" theme L+'ąįį, as in example (13) gwiink'oo gwîin

dąį', naadoo ts'eh naraa'ąįį "when it's cold, we wear pom pom hats" (class notes, March 2019):
(12)
Ch'itł'eets'al ik nahantsuu?
ch'itł'eets'al ik

nι- han-

L-tsuu

traditional shirt CNJ-2SG.FUT-L-wear
"Will you wear a traditional shirt?" (class notes, March 2019).

(13)
Gwiink'oo dąį', naadoo ts'eh naraa'ąįį.
gwι-in-

Ø-k'oo dąį', naadoo ts'eh m- raa-

L-'ąįį

AR-3SG.PFV-0-cold when pom pom hat CNJ-1PL.IMPFV-L-compact in position

"When it's cold, we wear pom pom hats" (class notes, March 2019).
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The communicative language lesson on clothing described above introduces students to
the concept of verb stems changing to differentiate perceived quality, a concept explored more

fully during the second year of study.

Work with classificatory verbs represents a significant portion of the coursework for
second-year Gwich'in students at UAF. Here students learn to express the actions of "sit/lie",

"give", "carry", and "move through space" for different items using classificatory verbs. Since
the "give" verb in Gwich'in includes an indirect object prefix, such as νϊ- "him/her" in
vantł'arahtsit "we give him/her food", students must learn to use these prefixes before being

introduced to classificatory "give" verbs. Students learn classificatory stems for eight Gwich'in

stem classes before reading authentic Gwich'in texts such as Peter (1992) that contain

classificatory verb expressions.
A further component of Gwich'in language study in the classroom was an individual

project completed every semester. Students choose their own project topics, which are approved

by the instructor. This study was completed following two semester projects on classificatory
verbs; the first was a paper summarizing the role of classificatory verbs in Dene languages, while
the second project explored methods and materials for teaching classificatory verbs in the

language classroom. These projects, as well as class notes, handouts and assignments, were
responsible for instilling necessary background information and exploring how classificatory
verbs may be applied in the language classroom.

4.2.2 Elicitation Session. During an elicitation session, a linguist observes and draws
conclusions from a consultant's speech during a face-to-face interview. The consultant may
provide directly requested examples of language, tell stories, or simply talk about their lives
while the linguist monitors their speech for the language point desired. This thesis draws some
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data from an elicitation session conducted in February 2020. Two methods employed for this

session were the use of realia and that of drawn storyboards. Realia of different consistencies and
properties, such as a hat, a dollar bill, water, and instant coffee powder were used as examples

for talking about positioning, handling and movement. Next, the speaker was shown a series of

simple cartoon storyboards and asked to narrate their events.
The fifty-minute session, held on February 27, 2020, consulted a native speaker of

Gwich'in, here called M, who provided 49 examples of classificatory verbs. A sample of the
session's transcription, containing all of M's classificatory verbs referenced here, is included with
this thesis in Appendix E. M's use of classificatory verbs is notable first for her extension of

certain stem classes over others that have fallen out of use. In one case, M refers to a bag of
instant coffee granules with the classificatory verb word dhakaii "open container is in position",
rather than the expected iłtin "sack of granules is in position". Also present in M's Gwich'in is an

unexpected variety in aspectual form. When the Gwich'in for "I'm carrying a $1 bill" was

elicited, M gave example (14) laraa dęhtł'yaa ch'ìhłak neehałchaa "I will carry a $1 bill", with
future-mode neehalchaa "I'll carry cloth-like again" rather than the expected imperfective alchaa
"I carry cloth-like":

(14)

Laraa dęhtl'yaa ch'ihłak neehałchaa.
laraa dęhtł'yaa ch'ìhlak nee# hal-

money paper

one

chaa

ITER#1SG.FUT-L-carry cloth-like

"I will carry a $1 bill" (M, February 2020, line 222).

The verb word neehalchaa also includes the iterative super-aspectual prefix nee-,
conveying the sense of an expected action happening again. The variation in mode and
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(super-)aspect observable in M's Gwich'in is valuable for future research because they reflect the

classificatory verb words chosen by a highly proficient speaker in a conversational discourse
setting. Although only one session with M was conducted, the examples it provided were useful

to this thesis because it afforded an opportunity to check classificatory verbs learned in the

classroom with a native Gwich'in speaker, as well as an opportunity to observe classificatory
verbs in different (super-)aspectual forms.
4.2.3 Oral Literary Texts. Gwich'in oral literary texts offer the opportunity to observe a

given language point with a contextual authenticity unavailable in the language classroom.
Transcribed Gwich'in oral literature and history texts provide a wealth of authentic spoken

language that can be read for examples of the language point desired in a study. When
expressions containing the desired language point—in this case classificatory verbs—are
encountered in these narratives, they are noted and catalogued in a spreadsheet, included with
this thesis as a digital file.
As is the case of literature in any language, Gwich'in oral literary works belong to many

different genres. Mishler (1995), for example, contains "traditional stories" or folklore, followed

by "life histories" and "tribal histories and lifeways" (pp. v-vi). Peter and Sapir (1982), a
publication of Gwich'in speaker John Fredson's narratives, contains "traditional
stories..
.autobiography and native ways" (p. 3) related in the language. Peter (1992) and Herbert
(1982) are autobiographical texts describing traditional nomadic Gwich'in life and culture.

Mishler and Frank (2019) explore Gwich'in caribou lore, practical hunting and processing

knowledge, and even recipes. Finally, McGary (1984) collects traditional stories, local history,
and personal life stories as related by speakers. These texts deal with a situationally diverse range

of topics relevant to traditional Gwich'in culture.
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The topic of an oral literary text is often indicative of the kind of classificatory verbs

encountered in it. Herbert (1982) contains a discourse on arranged marriage customs in

traditional, if recently Christianized, Gwich'in culture. Texts discussing historical Gwich'in
marriage are rich in examples of classificatory "give" constructions, as in example (15)
vintł'eeshirihiłkhaa "they were going to give me to him" (Herbert, 1982, p. 174), lit. "we were

going to throw[!] me into the palm of his hand":
(15)
Tr'iinin ihłii dąį'gwizhrii ree vintł'eeshirihiłkhaa akhai gwits'i' t'ihchyaa.

Ø-łii dąį' gwï-zhrii ree

tr'iinin ih-

child 1SG.IMPFV-0-be when AR-while really

"When I was a child...
νϊ-

ntl'ee#shi-

ri-

hi- Ł-khaa

3SG.POSS-palm#1SG.OBJ-1PL.SUB-FUT-L-throw stick-like
"they were going to give me to him.

akhai'

gwι-ts'i'

t'-

ih-

0-chyaa

but then AR-"lest.I don't want to"3 INCEP-1SG.IMPERF-0-carry animate
"but I refused"

"When I was a child, they were going to give me to him, but I refused." (Herbert, 1982, p.
174).

While the case of verbs meaning "give in marriage" is revisited in Chapter 5's discussion
of the "animate" stem class, example (15) is worth some further examination. Here is observable

3 (Alexander & Alexander, 2005, p. 115).
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not only a culturally taught "give in marriage" classificatory expression, but also the colorful

choice of the verb stem -khaa "throw...
a stick" (Peter, 1979, p. 131), in reference to being
matched with an undesirable partner. Herbert states the fact of her refusal using another

classificatory verb, t'ihchyaa "I begin to carry animate" but colloquially translated as "that's
where I am at, the way I am" (Alexander & Alexander, 2005, pp. 115, 233).

The case of classificatory "give" verbs in the case of marriage customs is an example of
cultural language use imparted to and by native speakers of a language. Although not covered in
the language classroom during the limited time available, marriage-related classificatory "give"

expressions and other valuable language points may be observed in transcribed texts, underlining
the importance and versatility of these narratives for Indigenous language learners and teachers.
It should be mentioned, however, that similar "give animate" expressions are not necessarily

matrimonial; for example, they can be made of entrusting a pupil to a teacher, as in example (47)

in Chapter 5.
Oral literary texts can also reveal which characteristics of a classificatory verb event are
considered salient. Mishler and Frank (2019) relate in detail the process of butchering and

transporting caribou, so their work is particularly rich in classificatory verbs of placement and

handling. This work is valuable for observing the characteristics relevant in determining a

classificatory verb's stem class, as in example (16) vadzaih dhaa ohtsuu giizhit nilii ildlii "she
kept meat inside a caribou skin bag" (pp. 166-167):
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(16)

Ohtsuu, vadzaih dhaa ohtsuu giizhit nilii ildlii.
ohtsuu vadzaih dhaa ohtsuu gii- zhit nilii ił
bag

caribou skin bag

-0-dlii

small-in meat 3SG.PFV-0-plural∕rope-like in position

"She [my grandmother] kept meat inside of a caribou skin bag" (Mishler & Frank, 2019,

pp. 166-167).
Here the verb word ildlii takes a stem corresponding to the "plural or rope-like" class,

emphasising the plurality of the pieces of meat rather than their being a food item. Careful

observation of classificatory verbs in authentic texts, as in the above example, can reveal the
characteristics of an event salient in determining which stem class to apply.
4.3 Methodology

A language elicitation session may readily be compared to a language class, with the
linguist as student and the consultant as teacher. Language teachers and consultants share the

goal of imparting language data to others; students and linguists likewise share the goal of

absorbing and applying that data. Spoken language classes provide the linguist with

opportunities to observe accurate language in the instructor's modeling, as well as both correct
and incorrect language among classmates. Classroom lectures and error correction on the part of

the teacher can be more effective than a field session, since language teachers have a clear
learning outcome in mind, even when the students do not. Conversely, in a field session,

linguists are often clear on their language learning objectives, while their consultants are not
always equally so. Classroom instruction, ideally, introduces language in a step-by-step process
that builds on the work of previous lessons in a consciously designed curriculum. Linguists in the

field, on the other hand, must structure their learning for themselves, and do not have the benefit
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of a set curriculum building on previous work. If language classes resemble elicitation sessions,
and linguists are to students as consultants are to teachers, the analogy must be qualified in that

in language classes, teachers are more aware of learning aims than their students; in elicitation
sessions, the consultants are often less aware of linguistic aims than the linguists interviewing
them. As this study aims for relevancy to students, teachers, and linguists, it hopes to integrate

the roles of student and linguist, as well as of teacher and consultant. Ideally, language data

collection aims should be made clear to consultants, just as students should be able to identify
the main language points in a successful lesson.

Originally, this study intended to draw data from further elicitation sessions with M.
However, due to the unexpected threats posed by the COVID-19 pandemic to elders and remote

village communities, it became situationally appropriate to shift the method of data collection for

this thesis from consulting speakers to consulting texts. Transcriptions of oral texts provide an

opportunity to observe language in an arguably more pristine context than a language class or
elicitation session. Transcribed Gwich'in texts, available through the Alaska Native Language
Center and UAF library, allow the linguist to observe spontaneous language use in a wide range

of forms without outside abridgement or interference. Bringing together classroom-based and
text-based data collection methods allows for use of an authentic context and source where

possible, and the ability to construct one's own examples for verb forms missing in the authentic
text.

4.4 Conclusion
The data informing this thesis comes from the Gwich'in spoken language classroom, a
single elicitation session, and a body of transcribed oral literature. Methodologically, this study

aims for a focus on Gwich'in language learning and accessibility to Gwich'in language learners
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and teachers, along with its descriptive linguistic aims. While taking Gwich'in language classes

provided a background in the language and a step-by-step introduction to classificatory verbs, the

oral literary texts allowed for observation of classificatory verbs in an authentic situational
context. These texts are a valuable resource in that they present the classificatory verb forms
most familiar to and frequently used by speakers. They also allow the alert observer to recognize
the characteristics of an action most salient to speakers, as visible in a classificatory verb's stem

class. Although only one elicitation session could be performed, that session proved a valuable
resource in that it gave further insight into characteristics influencing choice of stem class, as

well as examples of super-aspectual variation for classificatory verbs. The following chapter will

present a portion of the data gathered from these three sources.
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5. Data Presentation

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some Western Gwich'in classificatory verbs organized by theme set
and stem class—two fundamentals of Dene classificatory verb morphology. Theme sets denote

the sort of event expressed by a verb, such as carrying or falling. The verb stems are defined by
the perceived characteristic or manner of the verb event—whether the action is considered as
"compact", for example, or "cloth-like". Although verbs, classificatory or otherwise, express

events rather than entities, the qualities of those events may be coincidental with those of the

involved entities. Events and entities need not necessarily share the qualities identified by a

classificatory verb with the same saliency, as in example (34) gwintł'oo in'àl tł'ęę nahtryah shrit

ts'ą' dak nilghàa "after he had eaten a great deal, the wolverine flopped down comfortably on his
back" (Peter & Sapir, 1984, pp. 83-84). In this case his action is considered "stick-like" for

humorous descriptive effect, as opposed to the "animate" stem class that would ordinarily be
applied to Wolverine's states and actions. Cases like this one demonstrate that the events like

flopping down on the ground, as a match or pencil might, do not necessarily restrict themselves
to stick-like items. Nevertheless, following the convention of Jette (2000), each classificatory
verb stem class in section 5.3 is accompanied by a short list of nouns potentially associated with

verbs of that stem class.
5.2 Theme Sets
Classificatory verbs include both "neuter" verbs, a term used in the Dene linguistic tradition

to denote "states of being (e.g., lying, standing, sitting)" and "active verbs, which denote actions
or processes (e.g., moving, working)" (Davidson, et al., 1963, p. 30). Gwich'in classificatory verb
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theme sets are delineated by three kinds of event—placement in position, motive handling, and

movement through empty space. Verbs of positioning, like "put" and "lie", differ qualitatively

from verbs of handling motion, like "carry" and "bring"; a third set delineates verbs of movement
through space, like "hurl" and fall". Events like "give" and "put", although they involve handling,

belong to theme set A in Gwich'in, reflecting the verb's more literal meaning of "position P in
recipient's hand".
5.2.1 Theme Set A: In Position. Theme set A contains verbs referring to the stationary

positioning of an item, and can be translated as "P is/are in position; P sits/lies; put P; give P".
While generally expressing the notion of stationary positioning, as in the neuter or stative "sit/lie"

verb themes, verbs of this theme set A become an active "put" verb when P is positioned by some

external force. This theme set is characterized by the potential presence of a conjugation prefix,
such as n- in transitive "put" verbs or dh- in intransitive "sit/lie" verbs; it may also be accompanied

by directionals such as doo- "at elevation" or areal prefix gwï-. These prefixes are followed by
modal conjugation, the classifier prefix, and finally the verb stem. The verb stems in each of these
sentences are glossed as "in position" but are translated here with the English verb words "sit" and
"lie". The doo- directional prefix below in example (18) dookaii "open container sits/lies elevated"

indicates the item's position at rest, as opposed to the dh- conjugation prefix in non-elevated
dhaidlii "I position plural/ropelike" in example (17), also below:
(17)

Tł'yah trihchoo zhìt dhaldlii.

tł'yah trih-choo zhit
rope boat-big

dhι- a-

Ł-dlii

PP.in CNJ-1SG.IMPFV-L-plural∕rope-like in position

"I have the rope sitting in the boat" (class notes, October 2019).
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(18)

Zhat vakaii'aa kat chuntyąh zhit lidii dookaii.
zhat vakaii'aa kat chun-tyąh zhit lidii doo#ï-

Ø-kaii

on water-cup in tea DIR#3SG.IMPFV-0-open container in position

there table

"A cup of tea is sitting up there on the table" (class notes, November 2019).
(19)

Izhik Gwichyaa Zhee gòo'ąįį.

izhìk

0-'qU

Gwï-chyaa Zhee gwï-a-

right there AR -flats house AR-3SG.IMPFV-0-compact in position
"Fort Yukon is situated [right there]" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, p. 40).
(20)

Ah nirinlii.
ah

ni-

rin-

0-dlii

spruce bough CNJ-1PL.PFV-0-plural/rope-like in position
"We put down spruce boughs" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, p. 40-41).
(21)

Kwaiitryah k'eejit nihk'eh'αn nakhwantł'eenlii.
kwaiitryah k'eejit nihk'eh'αn nakhwa -ntł'ee-inboots

0dlii

new together 1PL.POSS-palm-3SG.PFV-0-plural/rope-like in position

"He gave new moccasins to each of us" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, p. 44-45).
The action of giving is expressed by adding the prefix -tl'ι- "palm", as in vintł'ee "the
palm of his hand" (Peter, 1979, p. 92), immediately preceding modal conjugation in a

classificatory verb of theme set A. The verb translated as "give" in English has thus a literal
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meaning closer to "position in OBJ's palm". Since the "give" verb denotes the same stationary
placing as "sit", "lie", and "put", verb themes of controlled giving also belong to set A.

5.2.2 Theme Set B: Carry. Theme set B contains verb themes referring to an item being

carried, held, or picked up. It differs from theme set A in that the actions expressed by theme set
B involve not an entity in position, but one in motion, and therefore only active verbs are present

in set B. While theme set A's "sit" and "lie" clearly indicate a stationary item, the "give" and

"put" of set A also indicate controlled handling of the item into position. All classificatory verb

themes belonging to set B, such as those for "take", "bring", and "carry", also entail the
controlled handling of an item by an outside agent. The "carrying" movement entailed by theme

set B stands in opposition to an item's being put, placed, or given—such themes denoting an item
"in position" belong to set A—as well as to an item's movement through space in any way, as

when being thrown or dropped, which actions may be expressed with theme set C. Finally, dhïand nϊ- conjugation prefixes are observed in some verb words using set A verb themes, and nϊ- is

present in some verb words from set C themes. However, classificatory verb words belonging to
theme set B are characterized by a lack of dhï- or nϊ- conjugation prefixes altogether, as observed

in the classificatory verb words in examples (22) through (25):

(22)
Aii t'ee nji' ts'à'Englis nahkak ts'ąįį giihilii ree.
aii t'ee nji' ts'à'Englis nahkak ts'qjj giihi-

0-lii

ree

so under up to Canada country side 3PL.FUT-0-carry plural/rope-like really
"Back in those days they took [lit. ‘they'd take] those things back up into Canada"

(Herbert 1982, p. 167).
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(23)
Shitsųų gweedhaa datthak dahàa neeyaaha'akyahnyaa.

shï-

gwι-eedhaa da-

Ishh

1SG.POSS-grandmother AR-past
nee# yï- ha- 0-'ak

tthak

REFL-all
y'i-

ah-

-haa

da

REFL-with

Ł-nyaa

ITER#3PO-FUT-Ø-carry compact 3SG.OBJ-3SG.PFV-L-say

"My grandmother always carried [lit. ‘would carry', compact] it [bag of dried meat] with

her, he said [of her]" (Mishler & Frank, 2019, p. 166-167).
(24)
Aiitl'ee ch'andoh chan łyaa oo'ee neeraazhik nizįį.

Aii-tł'ee ch'ι-

ndoh

chan iyaa oo-

'ee

nee#

raa-

L-

so-after INDF.POSS-mesentery also really DIR.away-back ITER#1PL.IMPFV-L-

zhik

ni-

0-zjj.

carry plural/rope-like 3SG.IMPFV-0-be good
"Also after that it's good to bring back the mesentery" (Mishler & Frank, 2019, p. 128

129).

(25)
Tsiigehtchic gwats'an yagha' ch'iitsii tyqh yee'aa.
Tsiigehtchic

gwι-ts'anyagha' ch'iitsii tyqhyee#ï-Ø-'aa

Arctic Red River AR-from that one metal

pot DIR#3SG.IMPF-0-'carry

"S/he's carrying that metal pot there all the way from Arctic Red River" (class notes,
January 2020).
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The classificatory verb word in example (25), yee'aa "s/he carries it far" (Hishinlai' Peter,

2020, class lecture) incorporates the medial directional prefix yee- "long distance". Because, like
the superaspectual iterative prefix nee-, directional prefixes occur beyond the disjunct boundary,

neither directionals nor iteratives are subject to vowel harmony, as occurs in the conjunct zones

near the verb stem. To illustrate each, an iterative prefix is observed in the disjunct of example
(23) nee#yahaa'ak "she would carry it (compact)", as is an iterative prefix in the disjunct of
example (25) yee#'aa "s/he carries it far".

5.2.3 Theme Set C: Move Through Space. Theme set C, like the one preceding it,

contains only active verbs of motion. Verbs in theme set C involve either controlled or
uncontrolled movement through empty space, as when falling, flying, spilled, poured, or thrown.
Theme set C's "move through space" themes are frequently in the iterative superaspect,

containing the disjunct prefix nee-. They may also be accompanied by a gender or qualifier
prefix, as is the case for examples (29) neet'aanąįį "s/he falls down" and (30) neet'aahnąįį "she

hurled animate":
(26)

Oodee ddhah kat aat'oo neiinghaa.

oo-

dee ddhah kat aat'oo nee# iin-

DIR.away-up hill

0-ghaa

on birch ITER#3SG.PFV-0-stick-like falls

"A birch tree fell up on the hill" (class notes, October 2019).
(27)

Mellek chanchyqh kat neetł'it.
mellek chan-chyqh kat nee #Ø-tl'it
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milk

wood rug

on ITER#0-open container spills

"Milk has spilled on the floor" (class notes, November 2019).

(28)
Nehkaii choo charaahthαk.

nehkaii choo cha-

ball

-L-thak

raah

big THEM-1PL.IMPFV-E-throw compact

"We throw a big ball" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 24-25).

(29)

Khit łuu kat neet'aanąįį.
Khit

iuu kat nee#

t'ι-

L-nąįį.

aa-

Always ice on ITER#INCEP-3SG.IMPFV-L-animate falls
"S/he always falls on the ice" (class notes, November 2019).

(30)
tsèe gìn yidrιhlsįį neet'aahnąįį
tsee

gin

yι-

ah-

drihtsii nee#t'ï-

Ł-nąįį

beaver young 3.POSS-chest ITER#INCEP-3SG.PFV-E-throw animate
"she hurled the beaver at his chest" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 82, 85).

The final two examples in this set have the same -naii verb stem used for both "throw"
and "fall", said of an animate being. In example (29), the person falling is the only entity in the

sentence; therefore, the verb stem is preceded by the L-classifier prefix. When P is thrown by

some agent, it is the direct object of the sentence. The change in valency here causes -naii to take
the E-classifier prefix, as in example (30). This phrase in particular displays a more exotic form,
as animate beings are rarely thrown! Even less likely is to throw a hunted game animal, a
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disrespectful action in a culture that views hunted animals with reverence and gratitude. The
example in question is taken from a Wolverine story in which that comically unsympathetic
character's in-laws endure a period of starvation, even as he refuses to share his beaver meat with

them (see example (40)). When the in-laws finally make a caribou kill, Wolverine distributes
beaver to them ostentatiously and obsequiously: "as he had never done before, he distributed

them among his mothers-in-law and his grandmothers" (p. 85), hoping to gain access to the
caribou.
(31)

ditsuu doolr'į' kwąįį nąįį haa teedhidlii
dï-

tsuu

<dï-

ootr'į'

kwąįį

nąįį

haa

REFL-grandmother REFL-mother-in-law PL.INAN PL.ANIM COM
tee-

dh- ï-

0-dlii

QUAL-CNJ-3SG.IMPFV-0-plural∕rope-like in position

"he distributed them [young beavers] among his mothers-in-law and his grandmothers"
(Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 82, 85).
Remembering Wolverine's earlier poor conduct and understanding his motive in

presenting the beaver, his mother-in-law hurls the dead animal contemptuously back at him. The
story concludes with his in-laws killing the selfish Wolverine and tossing his body outside—an

action also expressed with a classificatory "throw animate" verb phrase, as observable in
example (49) chit'eegiilnąįį "they threw him [i.e., his corpse] outdoors".

5.3 Stem Classes
There are nine classes of Gwich'in classificatory verb stems. Belonging to theme sets A,

B, and C are verb stems of all classes. For example, while in ts'iivii neiinghaa "the [stick-like]
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spruce fell" and tl'yah nats'α' nahaljil "I'll throw you the [plural/rope-like] rope" both verbs share
the "move through empty space" theme set, the stems of the themes ITER 0# +ghaa "stick-like

moves through space" and ITER#L+jil "plural/rope-like moves through space" belong to distinct
classes. One stem class denotes the movement of a single stick-like entity, and another denotes
the movement of a plural group or single rope-like entity. Classificatory verbstem classes also

help to clarify ambiguity in the case that a single noun word is used for two different kinds of
entity; since "book" and "piece of paper" are both dęhtł'yaa in Gwich'in, the class of a verb stem
tells the listener whether the action involves a compact item (book) or cloth-like item (piece of

paper). Stems like -thak "classify animate" in example (32) zhat dęhll'yaa neehahthak "that book

is going to fall", which denote singularity and compactness, are classed separately from stems
like -dak "classify cloth-like", as in example (33) zhat dęhll'yaa neeheedak "that flat piece of

paper is going to fall", which denote flatness and flexibility:

(32)

Zhat dęhtł'yaa neehahthak.
zhat dęhtł'yaa nee#
there book

hah-

Ł-thak

ITER#3SG.FUT-L-compact falls

"That book is going to fall" (class notes, November 2019).
(33)

Zhat dęhtł'yaa neeheedak.
zhat dęhtł'yaa

nee#

hee-

0dak

there book/paper ITER#3SG.FUT-0-cloth-like falls

"that piece of paper is going to fall" (class notes, November 2019).
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Western Gwich'in has eight previously attested stem classes, which are: stick-like, food,

plural/rope-like, cloth-like, animate, open container, sack of granules, and compact. This study
has encountered a ninth stem class for states and actions occurring in a dilapidated, mushy, or
messy way, but this "deteriorated" stem class is sparsely attested in the available data. Other stem
classes, such as those in Koyukon and Lower Tanana for burning or incandescent states and

movement, may also exist in Gwich'in despite a lack of attestation in the data.
5.3.1 Stem Class 1: Stick-Like. Stems of class 1 refer to states and actions involving long,
stiff items, such as dęhtł'yaa tąį "pen", kǫ' "match", k'iłtąį' "bow", zhoh tsi' "wolf's tail", and

diηk'ee "gun". Each verb stem for this class takes the 0-classifier prefix:
TABLE 4. Classificatory Verb Themes for Stem Class 1 "Stick-Like"

Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
In Position
0 +tin
DIR#0 +tin
dhitiη
"stick-like
lies" (class
notes,
October
2019)

dootiη
"stick-like
lies elevated"
(Peter, 1992,
p. 70)

Put
0 +tin
DIR#0+ tin
dhihtiη "I put
stick-like"
(class notes,
December
2019)
yeeηiηtiη
(McG, pp.
631, 638) "he
put stick-like
over by her"

Theme Set
B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Give
OBJ+ tł'ï+0
0+chyaa
+tin
nintł'ihtin
"I give you
stick-like"
(class notes,
October
2019)

ihchyaa
"I carry
stick-like"
(class
notes,
October
2019)
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Theme Set C
"move through space"

Throw
L+ghaa

OBJ+Ł+khaa
nilghàa
"He flopped
himself down"
(Peter & Sapir,
1982, p. 84)
yihiłkhaa "she
threw it (a
stick)" (Peter,
1979, p. 131)

Unc. Mov.
Fall
ITER#0
+ghaa, khaa
ηeiiηghaa
"stick-like
falls" (class
notes, October
2019)

(34)

Gwintł'oo in'àl tł'ęę nàhtryah shrit ls'à' dak nilghàa.

Ø- 'a-l

gwintł'oo in-

ts'ą' dak

3SG.PFV 0- -eat-PFV wolverine "in what place"4 and over5

much
n-

shrit

nàhtryah

L-ghaa.

ϊ-

CNJ-3SG.PFV-L-stick-like falls.
"After he had eaten a great deal, the wolverine flopped down comfortably on his back"

(Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 83-84).

(35)
Shinee'ok shidink'ee vintł'ihihtin, vadzaih eenjit naazhrii yindhan geh'àn.
shι-nee'ok

shι-

dink'ee νϊ-

1SG.POSS-neighbor 1SG.POSS-gun
vadzaih eenjit ncaribou for

aa-

ntł'ï- hih-

-Ø-tin,

3SG.POSS-palm-1SG.FUT-0-position stick-like

zhrii yï- in-

Ø-dhan geh'àn

CNJ-3SG.IMPFV-hunt 3.O-3SG.PFV-0-want because

"I'm giving my neighbor my gun because he wants to hunt for caribou" (class notes,
October 2019).
(36)
Aii zhoh tsi' chyqqhkhaa.
aii zhoh tsi' ch-

yι-

ah-

Ł-khaa

so wolf tail THEM#3SG.OBJ+3SG.PFV+L+throw stick-like
"She threw that wolf's tail on the fire" (McGary, 1984, pp. 646, 652).

(Alexander & Alexander, 2005, p. 223).
5 e.g., dak neeyiilnąįį "he knocked it over" (Alexander & Alexander, 2005, p. 39).
4
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As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, in example (34) the verb word nilghaa “he
flopped down” denotes an unexpected stick-like quality to the action of an animate entity, in this

case the Wolverine character. In typical discourse, speakers would probably use a word like
neet'aanąįį “animate falls” to express the idea of a living being dropping to the ground.
However, in the nilghaa case above, the rigid, elongated quality of the action has greater saliency

than the animacy of the patient (in this case, Wolverine). The result is a vivid expression with a

comical, almost cartoonish, effect.
Example (35) expresses the giving of a gun using the classificatory verb word
vinti'ihihtin "I will give him stick-like", lit. "I will position stick-like in his palm". Here the -tin

stem, belonging to the "stick-like" class, is employed more predictably in reference to an

elongated, rigid item.

5.3.2 Stem Class 2: Food. This class includes classificatory verb stems referring to

prepared solid food items, such as lùh ch'yαa "bread", łukgąįh "dried fish", neenαh∂dlat "Indian
ice cream", tsee "beaver [meat]", and ιίιlįį "meat". It may be noted that, when classificatory verbs
take this stem class, the edibility of the food item is emphasized, rather than its shape, number, or
other qualities:

TABLE 5. Stem Class 2 "Food"

Theme
Set B
"carry"

Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
In Position
DIR#L+tsit

Put
L+tsit

L+chak
"Put food, seize P"

Active
Controlled Movement
Give
OBJ+ti'ï+Ł +tsit
OBJ+tł'ï+L +chak
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Carry
L+chaa

Theme Set C
"move through
space"

Throw

Unc. Mov.
Fall
INC#
L+nąįį

Table 5, continued.

Htsit "food
lies" (class
notes, October
2019)
diłtsit "food
lies elevated"
(class notes,
October 2019)

e.g., shantł'qhtsit
"you give me food"
(class notes,
October 2019)

qhtsit "you put
food" (class notes,
January 2020)
khekwaii tr'àhchak
"all.. .grab hold of
the chief" (Peter &
Sapir, 1982, pp. 2223).

ch'anjaa nilįį
ntl'eegahchak
"give food to the
elders" (Mishler &
Frank, 2019, pp.
148-139).

hqhchaa
"you'll
carry
food
item"
(class
notes,
October
2019)

?

aakqll
vanaanqll
"the cake
dropped
from him"
(M,
February
2020, line
422)

(37)
Łùh ch'yàa jaghaii chanchyąh kat Htsit?

Ł-tsit

łùh ch'yàa jaghaii chan-chyąh kat i-

on 3SG.PFV-L-food in position

flour cooked why wood-rug

"Why is the bread lying on the floor?" (class notes, October 2019).
(38)

Jidii ginch'yaa nilii ch'anjaa nąįį ntl'eegahchak?
jidii ginch'yaa mill ch'anjaa nąįį

what kind

meat elder

ntł'ee-gah-

Ł-chak

ANIM.PL palm-3PL.IMPFV-L-food in position

"What kind of meat do they give to the elders?" (Mishler & Frank, 2019, pp. 148-139).

(39)
khehkwaii tr'αhchak
khehkwaii tr'ah-

chief

L-chak

1PL.IMPFV-L-seize

"all.. .grab hold of the chief" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 22-23)
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(40)
Tsee gwantl'ahtsit kwaa.
tsee

gwï-ntł'ï- ah-

kwaa.

Ł-tsit

beaver AR-palm-3SG.PFV-L-food in position not
"He [Wolverine] didn't share the beaver" (McGary, 1984, pp. 320, 327).

In example (37) Luh ch'yàa jaghaii chanchyah kat iltsit? "why is bread lying on the

floor?", Ł-classifier "classify food" stem -tsit is preceded by il-, which is a perfective thirdperson conjugation. As is the case in stem class 1, "sit/lie" verbs have perfective morphology,

even when describing non-perfective events. Because the bread is on the floor—that is, a non
elevated position—the directional prefix d- is not present. Also notable about this stem class is
that it is used not only in reference to food items, but also to anything seized or grabbed, as one

might grab for food when hungry. In example (39), John Fredson uses khehkwaii tr'ahchak "we
grab hold of the chief" to describe how a chief is playfully seized during a festival celebration

(Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 22-23).

Unfortunately, no "move through space" expressions for food items have been
encountered in this study; this is partially explainable by the fact that throwing food is culturally
disrespectful. During the February 2020 elicitation session, M was asked to talk about a piece of

cake falling to the floor, and provided aakqjj vanaanqjj "the cake fell from him" (line 422),

which uses the L+nqjj "animate or compact falls" verb theme.
5.3.3 Stem Class 3: Cloth-Like: This class refers to states and actions involving flat,
flexible objects that may be positioned, handled, and dropped in the same way as ts'at "blanket"
dęhtł'yaa "[single piece of] paper", laraa "[paper] money", ik "shirt, jacket" and chihvyaa "net".
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TABLE 6. Classificatory Verb Themes for Stem Class 3 "Cloth-Like"
Theme Set
B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Put
Give
DIR#L+tsuu "put
OBJ+tł'ï+L
L+chal
cloth-like"
+tsuu
Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
Sit/lie
DIR#L
+tsuu

iitsuu "clothlike lies" (class
notes, October
2019)
diitsuu
"cloth-like lies
elevated"
(class notes,
October 2019)

L+tsuu
"wear on upper
body"
deedhaitsuu
"I hang up clothlike" (Mishler &
Frank, 2019, p.
282).

nanti'ahtsuu
"s/he gives you
cloth-like"
(class notes,
October 2019)

ahchal "s/he
carries
cloth-like"
(class notes,
October
2019)

naatsuu
"s/he wears (shirt,
belt, etc.)" (class
notes, March
2019)

Theme Set C
"move through space"

Unc. Mov.
Throw
Fall
0+dak ITER# 0+dak

nindak
"s/he
threw
clothlike"
(class
notes,
Oct.
2019)

neiindak
"cloth-like
fell" (class
notes,
October
2019)

(41)

Dinjik dhah...shin t'oonch'yaa deedhaitsuu.

a-

dinjik dhah... shin t'oonch'yaa dee#dhï-

L-tsuu

moose skin.. .summer like that DIR#1SG.IMPF-E-put cloth-like
"I hang up moose skin in the summertime" (Mishler & Frank, 2019, p. 282).
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(42)

Thal zhrąįį zhidhin'yùu dqj', thah zhrąįį chan nantsuu ji'gwiheezyaa.
thał zhrąįį zhi#

dhï- in-

0'yuu dąį', thah zhrąįį chan

pants black INC.in#CNJ-2SG.IMPFV-0-step when, belt black also

n-

an-

ji gwï-hee-

L-tsuu

Ø-zyàa.

CNJ-2SG.IMPFV-L-wear on upper body if AR-3SG.FUT-0-be good.FUT

"When you're wearing black pants, it'll be good if you wear a black belt too" (class notes,
November 2019).

(43)

Làraa ch'ihloaanli' neehalchaa.
làraa ch'ihlooanlì nee# hał

money five

-chaa

ITER#1SG.FUT-carry cloth-like

"I'll carry a five-dollar bill" (M, February 2020, line 226).

The "cloth-like" stem class may be used when talking about nouns like shirts and pieces
of paper, but only when unfolded or unrolled. In the case of a rolled-up or folded cloth-like
object, classificatory verb stems in stem class 8 "compact" are used (Hishinlai' Peter, October

2019, class lecture). The DIR#L+tsuu "place or give cloth-like" theme is used to talk about the
wearing of upper-body garments like shirts, skirts, jackets and belts. The wearing of hats, like
that of pants and shoes, is not considered a "cloth-like" action by users. Since a hat is a roundish,

compact object, its movement is talked about using classificatory verb stems from class 8
"compact". Gwich'in speakers talk about wearing lower-body garments, such as pants and shoes,
without using classificatory verbs at all, using the theme PP.zhi#Ø +'yuu[PFV] "step into P", as

in kwaiitryah k'eejit zhidhii'yùu "I'm wearing new shoes", lit. "I stepped into new shoes".
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As shown in example (43), stem class 3 may also be used to talk about paper money, in
the case of a single bill or check; although laraa "money" does not signify any particular form of
cash, but the speaker's choice of the "cloth-like" stem class here provides additional information

about the money's movement in a single cloth-like unit.

Stem class 3's "move through space" verb is only attested here in the "fall" form. As
throwing an unrolled cloth-like item is an uncommon circumstance, this study has not
encountered any data for "throw cloth-like".

5.3.4 Stem Class 4: Plural or Rope-Like. Classificatory verb stems of this class can refer
to any plural items that would otherwise belong to other classes, such as ǫhtsuu kwąįį "bags",

naagąįį "beads", ah "spruce boughs", and ch'aghoo kwąįį "eggs". Also accompanying stems of
this class are long, flexible objects, such as tl'yah "rope". The inclusion of rope in this stem class

is explainable by a rope's being composed of many small strands, the stem class "by extension
applied to...plural objects" in Dene languages (Young, 2000, p. 7).

TABLE 7. Classificatory Verb Themes for Stem Class 4 "Plural or Rope-Like"
Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter (stative)

Theme Set B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement

In Position

Put

Give

Carry

DIR#G+ 0+dlii/
lii

0 +dlii/lii

OBJ+ tl'i+ Ø+ dlii
/lii

0+lyaa

Theme Set C
"move through space"

Throw,
grab
L+jil

ITER#L+zhik INC+DIR#
L+jil

Ł+dlii/lii

G+ Ø + dlii/lii
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Unc.
Mov.
Fall
ITER#0+
jil

Table 7, continued.

idlii "pl./ropelike lie" (class
notes, November
2019)
doodlii
"pl./rope-like lie
elevated" (class
notes, October
2019)

han gwatsal
g∂odlii
"there are little
streams" (Peter
& Sapir, 1982,
pp. 32-33)

ah nìrinlii
"we put
down spruce
boughs"
(Peter &
Sapir, 1982,
pp. 40-41)

nakhwantł'eenlii
"he gave.
moccasins
to...
us" (Peter &
Sapir, 1982, p.
44)

nilii ildlii
"she kept
meat"
(Mishler &
Frank, 2019,
pp. 166-167).

ilyaa
"s/he carries
pl./ ropelike" (class
notes,
November
2019)

naajil
"s/he
throws pl./
rope-like"
(class
notes,
November
2019)

neeraazhik
"we carry
them back"
(Alexander
& Alexander,
2005, p. 185)

k'ideegwaajil
"they
grabbed
them
[eyeballs]"
(McGary,
1984, pp.
452, 461)

(44)

aii chiitsal k'ideegwaajil
aii chiitsal

k'ï- dee# gwi-aa-

L-jil

so small bird INC-DIR#AR-3SG.PFV-L-classify plural/rope-like

"those little birds grabbed them [eyeballs]" (McGary, 1984, pp. 452, 461).
(45)

vindee gwik'it neejil
vï-ndee

gwï-k'it nee#

ϊ-

0jil

3SG.POSS-eye AR-like ITER#3SG.IMPFV-0-pl./rope-like fall
"his eyes fell back down into his eye sockets" (McGary, 1984, pp. 476, 486).
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neejil
"pl./
rope-like
fall"
(class
notes,
October
2019)

(46)

Ch'aghoo kwąįį nanjil kwaa!
ch'ι- ghoo kwąįį n-

an-

-L-jil

kwaa

INDF-round PL CNJ-2SG.IMPFV-L-throw NEG

"Don't throw the eggs!" (class notes, October 2019).
In this stem class, as in class 3, the "move through space" verb themes of set C take a

different classifier than their "position" and "handle" counterparts in theme sets A and B. While

the "position", "give", and "handle" stems all take the 0-classifier prefixes, the "move through
space" may at times take an L-classifier prefix, as in example (44) k'ideegwaajil "they grabbed
pl./rope-like". Note that the stem -jil, "plural/ropelike move [through space] independently", is

also used for "3 or more go by walking", as in shizhèe ts'à'nagaajil "they're all going [by

walking] to my house" (class notes, February 2019).
Plural items referred to using class 4 classificatory verb stems may at least sometimes be

considered grammatically singular. To illustrate, consider example (45), in which the verb word
ηeejil "pl./rope-like falls" is chosen in reference to the trickster character Vasaagihdzak's

eyeballs, which had been plucked out. Since both eyeballs were involved in the action, one might

initially predict the plural verb form ηeegaajil "multiple plural/rope-like fall", but the speaker

here uses singular ηeejil "single pl./rope-like falls", suggesting that the pair of eyeballs, engaged
in the same motion, represents a single argument in the world of the sentence.
5.3.5 Stem Class 5: Animate. The stems of this class may be used in reference to humans

or animals, such as łąįį "dog", nahtryah "wolverine", ginkhii "preacher", neejii "ant", and tr'iinin

"child".
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TABLE 8. Classificatory Verb Themes for Stem Class 5 "Animate"
Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
In Position
DIR#0+chįį
"anim. lies,
sleeps, lies
dead"

dhiichįį "I'm
sleeping"
(class notes,
November
2018)

Put
L+chįį
"put
animate/dead,
bring back
game"

tsee naraachįį
"we're
bringing back
a (hunted)
beaver" (class
notes,
November
2019)

Theme
Theme Set C
Set B
"move through space"
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Unc. Mov.
Carry
Give
Throw
Fall
OBJ+ tł'ï+L+chįį L+chyaa G+L+nąįį
ITER#G+L
"give animate
+naii
(e.g., give hunted
animal, give bride
in marriage, give
student for
teaching)"
vintł'eesharqhchji aichyaa t'eeheeinąįį neel'araanąįį
"they [lit. 'we'] all
"I carry "she hurled "we fall down"
(class notes,
gave me to him"
animate" it [beaver]"
(Herbert, 1982, p.
(Peter &
November
(class
166)
notes,
Sapir,
2019)
1982, pp.
Nov.
84-85)
2019)

(47)
Izhik t'ee ginkhii Loola vintł'eesharqhchji iii.

izhik t'ee

ginkhii Loola

then among preacher Loola

νϊ-

ntł'ee-sha-

Ł-chįį

rqh-

iii

3SG.POSS-palm-1SG.OBJ-1PL.SBJ.PFV-L-animate in position apparently

"That's when they gave me to the preacher Loola [for teaching]" (Herbert, 1982, p. 166).
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(48)

Chanyeendaa ji' deenaa dhidii ji' łyaa vintł'eeragwahahchyaa neejii.
chan yeendaaji' deen-aa dhï- Ø-dii ji' łyaa
also future

νϊ-

if 1PL-with CNJ-0-sit if really

ntI'ee-ra-

gwï-hah-Ł-chyaa

neejii

3SG.POSS-palm-1PL.SBJ-AR-FUT-L-animate in position ant[i.e., an ant wife]

"If he [Grasshopper] stays with us [ants] again some time from now, we will definitely

give him a wife" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, 522, 528-529).
(49)

Aiitł,ęę t'ee giyiiłkhwąįį ts'ą' chit'eegiiłnąįį.
aiitłęę t'ee gï- yï-

i

-Ł-khwąįį ts'ą' chï-

After now 3PL-3PO-PFV-L-kill

t'ee#

gï- i-

Ł-nąįį

and PP.OBJ-INC.now#3PL-PFV-L-throw animate

"After they killed him [Wolverine], they threw him outdoors" (McGary, 1984, pp. 349,
365-366).

The theme set A "in position" verb for stem class 5 may also be used to refer to an animate
being sleeping, as shown in Table 8. Although called "animate", this class may in fact also
involve dead and therefore technically inanimate beings, such as animals brought back from
hunting and the dead Wolverine character in example (49).

5.3.6 Stem Class 6: Open Container. Stems referring to any open container with contents
belong to this class, such as k'ikghoo zhìt shih tł'oo "a bowl of soup", chuntyąh zhìt lidii "a cup

of tea", chuntyah zhìt mellek "a cup of milk", k'ik kat nilįį "a plate of meat", and tyąh zhìt chųų "a
pot of water".
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TABLE 9. Stem Class 6 "Open Container"

Theme Set A
"in position"
Neuter
(stative)
In Position
DIR# 0+kaii

Put
0+kaii

dhakaii
"open
container
sits" (class
notes,
November
2019)

dhakaii
"s/he put
open
container"
(class notes,
November
2019)

Theme Set
B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Give
0+kaa
OBJ+tł'ï+ Ø+kaii

vintł'inkaii "you
give him/her open
container" (M,
February 2020,
line 406)

ihkaa
"I carry
open
container"
(class
notes,
November
2019)

d∂okaii
"open
container
sits
elevated"
(class notes,
November
2019)

Theme Set C
"move through space"

Throw
0+jal

chuu
dizhìt
ganjal
"they
poured
in...
water"
(Herb
ert,
1982,
p. 193)

Unc. Mov.
Fall
ITER#Ø+tł’at
ITER#0+ti'it
neetłat "open
container
spills" (class
notes,
November
2019)
neetłit "open
container has
spilled" (class
notes,
November
2019)

(50)
"Chųų shintłohkaii," nyaa.

chųų shï

-ntł-oh-

ø-kaii[MOM]

Ø-nyaa

water 1SG.POSS-palm-2PL.IMPFV-0-open container in position 0-say
"Give me water," she said (McGary, 1984, pp. 190, 213).
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(51)

Avaa! Lagofii dhaa shanli' kat neetłit!
avaa! lagofii dhaa shι-

anlι' kat nee#

ï-

Ø-tł'it!

Ouch! coffee hot 1SG.POSS-hand on ITER#3SG.IMPFV-0-spill
Ouch! Hot coffee spilled on my hand! (class notes, November 2019)

Stem class 6 only applies to the positioning and movement of items in open containers,
such as dishes or cups. If an item is enclosed in a cloth-like container, such as a knife in a sheath,

its positioning and movement are referred to using stem class 7 "sack of granules" in Gwich'in.

Enclosed items in a rigid container, such as powdered coffee in a can, are referred to using
classificatory verb stems of class 8 "compact".

5.3.7 Stem Class 7: Sack of Granules. Stems expressing the positioning and movement of
powders, granules, and other diffuse matter placed in sacks belong to this class. Matter

associated with classificatory verb stems of class 7 include łùh "flour, dust", sungąįį "sugar", lisil
"salt", or ts'eet'it "[loose] tobacco". Shrii "knife" may also take verbs of this stem class, provided
the knife is in a sheath, as observed in example (52).

TABLE 10. Stem Class 7 "Sack of Granules, Enclosed OBJ"
Theme Set A
"in position"
Neuter
(stative)
In Position
DIR#L+tin

Put
L+tin

Theme Set
B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Give
OBJ+tł'ï+L
L+chyaa
+tin

Theme Set C
"move through space"

Throw

Unc. Mov.
Fall
ITER#0+ti'at

ΓTER#Ø+tłit
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Table 10, continued.
iltin "sack
of granules
in position"
(class notes,
November
2019)

hiltin "he
handed over
the knife"
(McGary,
1984, pp.
222, 228)

nantł'altin "I give
you sack of
granules" (class
notes, November
2019)

diłtin "sack
of granules
sits
elevated"
(class notes,
November
2019)

alchyaa "I
carry sack
of
granules"
(class
notes,
November
2019)

?

neetł'at "open
container
spills"(class
notes,
November
2019)
neetł'it "open
container has
spilled" (class
notes,
November
2019)
neenaatł'it
"sack of
granules spills
[again]" (class
notes,
November
2019)

(52)
Aiits'q' dee'ii shrii ts'q' hiltin.
aiits'ą' dee-

'ii

shrii tsq' hi-

L-tin

and so 3SG.REFL-uncle knife and 3SG.FUT-L-position enclosed
"He handed over the [sheathed] knife to his uncle" (McGary, 1984, pp. 222, 228)

(53)
Shizheh gwats'a' luh lęįį ałchyaa.

shι-

Ł-chyaa

zheh gwι-ts'à'łùh lęįį al-

1 SG.POSS-house AR-to flour lots 1SG.IMPFV-L-carry sack of granules
"I'm carrying lots of flour to my house" (class notes, November 2019).
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Although in Lower Tanana, enclosed objects such as sheathed knives trigger the "stick

like" stem class in classificatory verbs (Kari, 2021, forthcoming), this does not appear to be the

case in Gwich'in, given the Ł-classifier in example (58) hiltin "he handed over enclosed".

Instead, the sheathed knife triggers the same stem class as powdery, diffuse matter filling a sack.
The same phenomenon may be observed in Koyukon, in which this stem class may "comprise all
objects actually enclosed in a sack or sheath, taken as one whole" (Jette, 2000, p. 763).

5.3.8 Stem Class 8: Compact. Stems of this class refer to actions involving single, solid,

often round objects like dęhtł'yaa "book", nehkaii "ball", shree "sun", ik "[crumpled] jacket", and

kii "rock". This stem class may also refer to abstract ideas or concepts (Hishinlai' Peter, 2019,
class lecture).

TABLE 11. Stem Class 8 "General, Abstract, Compact"
Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
In
Position
DIR#0
'ąįį

+

Put
0+ 'ąįį

Theme Set B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Give

Throw

0+'aa

INC#L+thak

0+ghwaa

L+nąįį

OBJ+ tł'i + 0
ąįį

+

Theme Set C
"move through space"
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Unc. Mov.
Fall, Fly
PP+THEM+
ITER#L+nqH

Table 11, continued.

dha'ąįį
nirin'ąįį "we
"compact
put up
sits/lies"
compact"
(Peter &
(class
Sapir, 1982,
notes,
p. 40)
November
2019)

yintł'in'ąįį
"he gave her
compact"
(M, February
2020, line
401)

dòo'ąįį
"compact
sits/lies
elevated"
(class
notes,
November
2019)

yee'aa
"s/he carries
it far" (class
notes, Nov.
2019)

charaahthak
"we throw it
[ball]" (Peter
& Sapir, 1982,
pp. 24-25)

tr'iinin
aghwaa
"she's
packing a
baby"
(Herbert,
1982, p. 147)

niilnąįį "s/he
threw
compact"
(McGary,
1984, pp. 347,
363)

k'itineelnąįį
"compact
flew up"
(McGary,
1984, pp.
254, 283)

(54)
nèhkaii choo charahthαk
nèhkaii choo chι-rah-

ball

L-thαk

big PP-1PL.PFV-L-throw

"we throw a big ball" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, pp. 24-25).

(55)
"Lyaa nihthaa," nyaa ts'q' di'ik niilnąįį.

łyaa n-ih-Ø-thaa Ø-nyaa ts'q' dï'ik nï-i-L-nąįį
really CNJ-1SG.IMPFV-0-hot 0-say and REFL-coat CNJ-3SG.PFV-throw

"'I'm really hot,' he said, throwing off his parka" (McGary, 1984, pp. 347, 363).
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(56)
Yet shree k'itineelnąįį gwinyaa! Roo!

yet shree k'i-t'ι-

gwï-Ø-nyaa! Roo!

nee #L-nąįį

yet sun PP-THEM-ITER#L-Compact flies AR-Ø-say! Roo!
"Yet! The sun flew up into the sky! Roo!" (McGary, 1984, pp. 254, 283).

(57)

Tł'yah hαa neerahaatiakyinti'in'ąįį.
tł'yah hàa nee-

rahaa-

L-tłak

yi- nti'ι-in-

Ø-ąįį

rope INS ITER#1PL.FUT-L-skip 3PO-palm-3s.PFV-0-give
"He gave her a [coiled?] jump rope" (M, February 2020, line 401).

The "jump rope" example is a salient example of stem class variation depending on how

an item takes up space. M produced the sentence in reaction to a stick drawing of a child
receiving a jump rope as a party gift:

FIGURE 4: Tiyah haa Neerahaatłak Yintł'in'ąįį "He Gave Her a Jump Rope" (M, February 2020, line 401).

Although the image was part of an attempt to elicit verb stems belonging to class 4

"plural/rope-like", M chose a verb stem from class 8 "compact". It could be that in this example
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M was referring to the rope as being coiled, and therefore compact. On the other hand, it may be
that class 8 stems, in referring to compact or general items, are expanding in semantic territory;
that is, it may be that stem class 8 is now used in place of other stem classes used now only by

the oldest speakers (Hishinlai' Peter, 2020, class lecture). Likewise, classificatory verb stems

involving cloth-like items, such as clothes and paper money, belong to class 4 "cloth-like" when
unfolded, but when folded or rolled belong to class 8 "compact". Cases like those of coiled rope

and folded cloth may still lead to more surfacing of stem class 8 than expected, so more data is
necessary to determine the extent of semantic expansion for this stem class.

5.3.9 Stem Class 9: Deteriorated. The final stem class is chosen by speakers when they
want to emphasize a certain rotten or deteriorated quality, or the disgust with which an

unpleasant object is handled. The attestation for the "deteriorated" stem class in Gwich'in is
sparse, associated in one case here with taboo grave goods and in another with the excrement of

a bear cub. This stem class is cognate to others across the Dene language family lending a rotten,
dilapidated, or mushy quality to an event.
TABLE 12. Stem Class 9 "Deteriorated"

Theme Set A
"in position"

Neuter
(stative)
In Position
?

Put
Ł+tłak

Theme
Set B
"carry"
Active
Controlled Movement
Carry
Give
?
?
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Theme Set C
"move through space"

Throw
ITER#L+tlak

Unc. Mov.
Fall
OBJ+ 0+
tł'ak

Table 12, continued.

nahtlak
"he [bear
cub]
defecated"
(McGary,
1984, pp.
222, 228)

?

?

?

neegiihaatlak
"they throw
deteriorated"
(Herbert,
1984, p. 81)

vitrin vatł'ak
"his [bear
cub's]
excrement
dropped
from him"
(McGary,
1984, pp.
244, 273)

(58)

shih gii tsal ditril kat nahtłak
shih

gii tsal dι-tril

kat n-ah-Ł-tłak

brown bear cub small REFL.stomach on CNJ-3SG.IMPFV-L-position deteriorated
"he [bear cub] defecated on his [Raven's] stomach" (McGary, 1984, pp. 222, 228).

(59)
Akhai' oondaa neegiihaatlak.

akhai' oondaa nee- gii# haa-

L-tlak

then over there ITER-3PL#3.FUT-L-deteriorated moves through space

"and then they threw them [strings of beads from a grave] in the river" (Herbert, 1984, p.

81).

(60)
Akhai'...
shih gii aii... vitrin vatł'ak.
akhai...

shih gii aii...vι-

trin

νϊ-

aa-

L-tł'ak

and then.. .bear cub so.3SG.POSS-excrement 3SG.OBJ-3SG.PFV-L-tł'ak[MOM.PFV]
"At that moment...that bear cub, let go excrement on him [Raven]" (McGary, 1984, pp.
244, 273).
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The "deteriorated" stem class may be used in example (59) of a string of beads because,
as items found at an elevated burial, they were in a state of decomposition, and also because of

the disgust with which one cast away items taboo to handle—in this case, grave goods. It should

further be observed that the -tIak stem is attested in the noun phrase tł'yah haa neerahaatIak
"jump rope" (M, February 2020, line 401) in example (57). If -tiak is used to denote a
"splattering" quality to the act of skipping, the same verb theme ITER#L+tIak might be observed

in the example (59) neegiihaatIak "they threw them [strings of beads from a grave]", in which
the beads in question are thrown into a river. Stem class 9 seems rarely attested in modern

Gwich'in, or at any rate was rarely attested in this study, and it is possible that this class and
others are falling out of use as the language becomes more endangered.
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6. Pedagogical Application and Comparative Analysis

6.1 Data Overview
The last chapter explored the theme sets and stem classes of the Gwich'in classificatory

verb system. This chapter applies the data gathered in this thesis specifically to the language
classroom, with a view toward developing pedagogical materials and lesson planning. It also

compares the data on Gwich'in with that on three other Northern Dene languages. In the cases of

both application and analysis, avenues for further research will be proposed.
Classificatory verbs are used to talk about positioning and movement. Verbs that are

classificatory refer to three kinds of verbal events—positioning, carrying, and movement through
space—expressed by a certain classificatory verb theme, of which there are three sets. Thus

verbs of positioning, such as doodlii "plural/rope-like lies elevated" and vintl'èerahtsit "we give
him/her food item" form one classificatory verb theme set. As discussed in the previous chapter,
"give" actions belong to the first theme set in Gwich'in, since the act of giving involves

positioning an item in the receiver's hand. Verbs of controlled, ongoing carrying, like ahchaa
"s/he carries cloth-like" form a second theme set. "Give" does not belong to this set because
verbs of the "handle" theme set are held or handled throughout the duration of an action, rather

than put or positioned, which actions imply letting go of an item upon completion. Finally, to a
third set belong verbs of movement through empty space, among them neetł'at "liquid in open

container spills" (class notes, November 2020). These theme sets differentiate the three kinds of
events expressed by classificatory verbs.

Each Gwich'in classificatory verb stem belongs to a class, of which this study has
encountered nine, each demarcated by the perceived quality of an event. They may be readily
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observed in relation to the nouns undergoing the actions because events are manifested in
qualitatively distinct ways when involving different nouns. It is therefore easy to see that events

involving neenah∂dlat "Indian ice cream" are typically referred to using different stems than
those involving gwiiyehzhak ik "shirt", given the differences in how a food item and a cloth-like

item occupy space and undergo actions. However, it must be remembered that the characteristics
are ultimately those of an action or verb rather than a noun; if the Indian ice cream were

packaged and the shirt folded or rolled up, the giving of each could be discussed using verb

words like dimmtł'm'qH "you give us compact". In such a case, one may imagine positioning and
moving both items in a similar way, but certainly not if the ice cream were unpackaged and the
shirt unfolded. In short, the stem class chosen for a classificatory verb is selected based on the

characteristics of the action itself, not of the noun entity experiencing it.

6.2 Pedagogical Application
Gwich'in, a severely endangered language, is the subject of ongoing revitalization efforts

from communities and educational institutions across the Gwich'in-speaking world. Currently
there are few, if any, children learning Gwich'in as their mother tongue, but opportunities exist at

places like the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and the Chief Zzeh Gittlit School in Old

Crow (Yukon Native Language Centre, 2020) for adults and children to acquire Gwich'in in the
language classroom. In Fairbanks, a Gwich'in language nest was established for young learners,

with an "inaugural cohort of 2yr olds starting on March 15, 2021" (Tanan Ch'at'oh, 2021). Few
dedicated Gwich'in language pedagogical materials are widely available to students and teachers;

for example, the Gwich'in language program at UAF uses original classroom material developed
by the instructor (Sikorski, 2008). Students produce their own materials through classroom notes

and writing assignments in an instructional setting geared toward a high volume of language
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production. Hopefully, the documentary data in this thesis will contribute to the development of

high-quality learning and teaching materials, and by extension to Gwich'in language
revitalization.

6.2.1 Gwich'in Language Students at UAF. Gwich'in language classes at UAF usually
have eight or fewer students, and sometimes only one or two. While some students in a UAF
Gwich'in language class may come from a Gwich'in or other Dene cultural background, this does

not necessarily mean they know how to speak their language. A person's exposure to a language

in their community or family does not always lead to proficiency in that language. Consequently,
some students enroll in a beginning Gwich'in class as heritage language learners. Other students

have their first experiences of Gwich'in language and culture through the class. Through the

application of as immersive a communicative experience as possible and some English
metalanguage (Ellis & Shintani, 2014), UAF Gwich'in students gain proficiency together in a

range of conversational and cultural topics.
Although students in a UAF Gwich'in class may or may not have any previous
connection to Gwich'in or other Dene languages and cultures, a common classroom culture is

formed around the unique experiences of learning and teaching an Indigenous language
(Sikorski, 2008). Even for students with a Gwich'in cultural background, the language class is
often the only place where students have the opportunity to hear and speak conversational
Gwich'in (Sikorski, 2008; Peter, 2019). Students of Gwich'in may have fewer opportunities

outside of class for communicative practice than students of major world languages with millions

of speakers, such as Spanish or Chinese. Since Gwich'in language environments might not be

encountered in UAF students' daily lives, the course attempts as immersive of a learning

experience as possible within its spatial and temporal limits.
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By the end of the first year of Gwich'in language study at UAF, students can talk about
themselves, their families, the weather, likes and dislikes, food, animals, and clothes, as well as
some traditional skills such as hunting, fishing, and tanning hides. By the second year, students
are ready to learn in more detail about more advanced grammatical structures, such as transitive

object prefixes and classificatory verbs, while examining transcribed oral texts such as Peter
(1992) and Peter and Sapir (1982). Important metalanguage terms like verb stem are present

from the first year of study, so it is also important for students in a UAF Gwich'in class to be

proficient in English.
6.2.2 Classificatory Verbs in the Language Classroom. During the second year of

Gwich'in language instruction, classificatory verbs were taught in the following format: the

instructor presented a stem class, a few of the items to whose positioning or movement that stem

class refers, and verb paradigms for the actions "sit/lie", "give", "carry", and "fall/throw/spill".
Students then practiced using stems of that class first in spoken classroom conversation, then in

written homework assignments. The "sit/lie", "give", "carry", and "fall/throw/spill" actions,
while not corresponding exactly to Dene classificatory verb theme sets, allowed students to

observe the difference between verbs of positioning, handling, and movement through space,
while also drawing a distinction between neuter and active classificatory verbs. This distinction

is especially relevant in Gwich'in, in which set A verbs of positioning may be neuter, as in
"sit/lie", or active, as in "give". Set A verbs in other Dene languages may be exclusively neuter,
with active "put" and "give" verbs belonging to set B, as in Dene Sułine and Tłichǫ' (see

Appendix D, Table 16).
An important part of developing language instruction materials is making those materials

engaging and fun for students, while at the same time fostering opportunities for as intensive
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language use as possible. Especially in the case of lesser-taught languages like Gwich'in, most

students have little realistic opportunity to practice the language outside of class, so it is
important for materials to provide as much exposure to the target language as possible in a

limited time (i.e., the class period). Games using grammar points are particularly useful in this
regard, and the UAF Gwich'in curriculum makes frequent use of language-production games

such as cards, dice, spinners, etc. These activities have the added benefit of providing students

with scaffolding (Ellis & Shintani, 2014) and clear grammatical templates for using new
language.

Given the regularity of classificatory verb theme sets and stem classes, as well as their

frequent correspondence with certain kinds of items, various opportunities exist for teaching
classificatory verbs in the context of a classroom language game. Two potential classroom games
are presented here: "Guess Who?" and "Battleship", the adaptation of the former being an

original concept, and the latter concept suggested by classmate JE after observing the first
activity (December, 2019, class discussion). Both games are spatially situated on a grid,

somewhat resembling the array of classificatory verb theme sets and stem classes, lending
themselves well to the learning and teaching of classificatory verbs.

"Guess Who?", a children's board game in which players identify a chosen individual by

his or her appearance, can be adapted to aid classificatory verb recognition and comprehension—
an important step toward independent language production. In this activity, two students are

given a stack of cards, on which are written classificatory verb sentences. Each player's stack

uses different sentences to allow exposure to a wider body of target language. After choosing one

"secret sentence" and writing it down, the students give their full stack of cards to the opponent.
The players then review their opponent's sentences, and take turns asking yes/no questions about
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the theme set and stem class, such as "is it a cloth-like item?" or "is the item being carried?".

These questions help the player determine which sentence their opponent had chosen of the
various options. Once a player has guessed their opponent's "secret sentence", they must
correctly read and translate the sentence to win the round. This game is particularly suited to

introducing students to classificatory verbs since it allows English metalanguage and involves

the receptive skills of reading and translating as well as spoken production. If the students are

already familiar with classificatory verb sentences, a further component of written production
can complement this activity by having the students compose the sentences on their cards as a

pre-class homework assignment.

The board game "Battleship" is played by shooting imaginary torpedoes at an opponent's
ships, displayed on a grid that only the opponent can see. The object of the game is to sink all the

opponent's ships before one's own are destroyed; to score a hit, players must guess the

coordinates of their opponent's ships. If this game were applied to the teaching of classificatory
verbs, the game board could consist of a grid showing theme sets and stem classes. Each player
could put his or her tr'ihchoo kwaii "boats" on the grid, occupying a number of coordinates. The

players would then attempt to "sink" each other's boats by producing sentences using

classificatory verbs. For example, if part of a player's boat occupies the "animate moves through
space" square, and the opponent correctly produces a sentence like tsee gin yidriihtsii

neet'aahnaii "she [Wolverine's mother-in-law] hurled the beaver at his chest" (Peter & Sapir,
1982, p. 82), a hit would be scored. If, on the other hand, the classificatory verb sentence
employed the incorrect theme set or stem class, the attempt would be considered a miss.

While the "Guess Who?" game is best for building recognition and receptive

comprehension of classificatory verb phrases, "Battleship" game is best adapted to active
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language production, since players must compose their own phrases at a short notice. Because

modeling and scaffolding is prerequisite to active language production, the "Guess Who?" game
should be played in class a few times before moving on to "Battleship".
6.2.4 Further Research. Partly because the Dene languages are not taught and learned to
the same extent as English, Chinese, or other major world languages, the pedagogical

applications of Dene classificatory verb data have yet to be sufficiently explored. Dene language
instruction programs, such as those for Navajo in the Southwest and Gwich'in in Alaska and

Canada, can benefit from applying best practices in language pedagogy, such as games and the
receptive/productive skill dichotomy, to the unique linguistic context presented by the languages
of that language family. Since applying modern language pedagogical theory and practice such

as task-based language teaching and sociocultural theory to lesser-taught languages like Gwich'in

is a fairly new concept, there is rich potential here for further work.
The teaching of classificatory verbs to young learners as opposed to adults and older

children has not been addressed in this study, and invites further work: how can teachers best
present this information in a manner that young learners can understand and become comfortable
using? Another potential topic for further research is the process by which learners acquire Dene

classificatory verbs. Further analysis of classroom language, especially learner interlanguage
(Ellis & Shintani, 2014), may reveal how learners process classificatory verb input and come to a

productive acquisition of this grammar point.
6.3 Lesson Plan for Teaching Classificatory Verbs

The lesson plan outlined below is intended to illustrate the techniques used and
challenges faced by Dene language students and teachers when learning or teaching
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classificatory verb use in spoken and written production. It is also included for the purpose of
illustrating the considerable investment of time and energy on the part of both students and

teachers. In the former's case, classificatory verbs are a potentially unfamiliar concept requiring

many hours of practice, while in the latter's case the adaptation and preparation of activities
requires creativity, resourcefulness, and a similar time commitment.
6.3.1 Lesson Preliminaries.
Student population:

This plan is intended for a class of four to eight adult students, reflecting the typical size
of a UAF Gwich'in language classroom. The plan assumes an advanced English language

proficiency on the part of the student population, as well as a level of Gwich'in conversational
proficiency equivalent to one year of previous university-level language study. In functional
terms, the student Gwich'in language proficiency level required for the successful
implementation of this lesson plan should allow for comprehension and production of sentences
like example (62) Gishreiin'ąįį dql', tł'oo ts'eh neenaal'ąįį geet'ihthan. "When it's sunny, I like to

wear a grass hat" (class notes, February 2020). As a second-year Gwich'in class, the students

should be able to produce pre-intermediate-level sentences in Gwich'in and have conversations

about familiar or culturally relevant topics.
Aims:

By the end of the lesson, students will be able to recognize and produce some

classificatory verb phrases when talking about the positioning and movement of common items.
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Materials:
Pictures of different weather in Alaska (one for each student), adapted "Guess Who?"
game with sentences prepared beforehand. Teacher should also bring the following realia to

class: pen, food flashcards, jacket, two $1 bills, a cup of tea, a bag of granules (salt, sugar, etc.),
and a hat.

Time:
One 90-minute class period.

6.3.2 Lesson Procedure.

Warm-up phase:
10 minutes—teacher greets students with neenjitdôonch'yaa? "how are you?". Each

student should take a moment to tell the teacher and the class how they are doing. Teacher asks

students how the weather is outside, or any other relevant warmer routines. Teacher should take

a moment here to review some common weather expressions, since students will use these
expressions later in the lesson.
10 minutes—homework check. Students check the sentences assigned last time with a

partner, correct if needed, and hand in to teacher.

Presentation phase:
10 minutes—introduce the topic of this lesson. Teacher shows pictures of different

weather in Alaska and elicits weather vocabulary from students with ch'iitąįį dôonch'yaa? "how
is it outside?". While showing a picture of a winter landscape, teacher shows students the jacket
and hat realia. Teacher tells students:
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(61)
Ch'iitąįį gwiink'oo dqj', gwiyehdak ik naltsuu ts'a' ts'eh nal'ąįį.

Ø-k'oo dąį', gwiyehdak ik n- a-

ch'iitąįį gwï-in-

outside AR-3SG.PFV-0-cold when, jacket
ts'a' ts'eh n- a-

L-tsuu

CNJ-1SG.IMPFV-L-clothlike in position

L-'qjj.

and hat CNJ-1SG.IMPFV-L-compact in position
"When it's cold out, I wear a jacket and hat" (class notes, March 2019).
Teacher introduces the classificatory verb themes L+tsuu "put, wear cloth-like" and
L+'ąįį "put, wear compact". Teacher tells students that some verbs, called classificatory verbs,
can only be used with certain kinds of items, such as cloth-like items versus compact items.
Controlled practice phase:

10 minutes—students practice in pairs with classificatory "wear" verb themes for upper

body garments and hats. Pairs should exchange outdoor pictures with other pairs, and tell their

partners what they wear in that kind of weather, such as gishreiin'ąįį dqi', ti'oo ts'eh naal'ąįį
geet'ihthan "when it's sunny, I like to wear a grass hat":

(62)

Gishreiin'ąįį dqi', ti'oo ts'eh neenaal'ąįį geet'ihthan.
gï-shree#

ïn-

Ø-'ąįį

dąį', ti'oo ts'eh

THEM-INC.sun#3SG.PFV-0-compact in position when, grass hat

nee# nϊ- a-

gee#

L-'ąįį

t'-

ih-

0than

ITER#CNJ-1SG.IMPFV-L-compact in position THEM#INCEP-1SG.IMPFV-0-like

"When it's sunny, I like to wear a grass hat" (class notes, February 2020).
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10-15 minutes—teacher hands out classificatory verb theme chart (Appendix C) and
elicits from students the three theme sets and nine stem classes. Pairs of students work together

to list a few nouns that interact with each stem class.

Semi-controlled practice phase:
15 minutes—"Guess Who?" game. Students practice both language and metalanguage of

theme sets and stem classes along with reading and speaking skills with this activity. First,
students connect halves of sentences in their card pile. Students then ask their partners
aahq'/akwaa "yes/no" questions about their secret sentences and attempt to guess which one their
partner had chosen. Questions may be in English, for example is your item being carried? or

even in Gwich'in with English metalanguage, such as ηi-seηteηce va-patient 'animate' niljj? "is
the patient of your sentence 'animate'?" When a student has correctly guessed the sentence
chosen by their partner, they read the sentence aloud and translate it to win the round. This

activity helps students recognize examples of classificatory verbs and provides scaffolding (Ellis
& Shintani, 2014) for the next activity, which will encourage active language production.
Free practice phase:

10-15 minutes—"hot potato" activity with realia in class. Students sit in circle and
quickly pass different items (listed above under "materials") around the circle while music

briefly plays. When teacher stops the music, students holding items must produce a classificatory

verb sentence with the correct action (carrying, passing, tossing, etc.) with the help of their
charts.
Wrap-up phase:
5 Minutes—teacher briefly quizzes each student by saying a Gwich'in noun such as nilįį

"meat" or tr'iiηiη "child". The students must pair the noun to a classificatory verb word
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expressing the relevant qualities.
5 minutes—teacher concludes lesson by assigning homework and dismissing students.

Homework could be to make two copies of several sentences to use as a data pool for "Guess

Who" repeat activity next time.

6.4 Comparative Analysis
Classificatory verbs, as noted earlier, are a ubiquitous feature across the Dene language

family. Although all of the theme sets and stem classes actually present in a given Dene language
may not be known due to insufficient documentation, comparing theme sets and stem classes

between Gwich'in and other Dene languages still allows for examination of the Gwich'in

classificatory verb system in a broader context.

6.4.1 Theme Sets. Davidson, Elford, and Hoijer (1963) propose four classificatory verb

theme sets used by Dene languages: positioning, controlled handling, uncontrolled handling, and
free movement (pp. 30-31). Classificatory stems in some Dene languages, like those in Tlichρ'
(Al-Bataineh, 2020) and "Chipewyan [Dene Suline].. .appear in four kinds of verbs" (Davidson,
Elford, & Hoijer, 1963, p. 33); in other words, these languages employ all four theme sets. Other
Dene languages may employ only two or three sets, as in the case of Koyukon: "group A verbs

describe the object as being nonviolently handled or moved or in a position of rest.. .Group B

verbs denote the object being handled violently (e.g., thrown or dropped on purpose).[and∣
Group C verbs denote the object freely moving through space (e.g., falling)" (Henry & Henry,
1965, p. 112). Appendix D, Table 16, compares Gwich'in classificatory verb theme sets to those

found in three other Northern Dene languages: Dene Sułine (Chipewyan), Tlichρ' Yatiì (Dogrib),

and Koyukon.
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In the case of theme set A, Gwich'in appears to resemble Koyukon more closely than it

does Dene Sułine or Tlichρ'. Gwich'in allows both neuter and active themes in set A, as does
Koyukon; however, Koyukon's theme set A allows for verbs of controlled handling and

movement, which in Dene Suline and Tlichρ' Yatiì are the exclusive domain of set B. Like
Koyukon, theme set A in Gwich'in governs some verbs of controlled handling, like ohts'ąįį "they

[iit. ‘you all'] put compact" (Herbert, 1982, p. 100) and yintł'in'qll "he gave her compact" (M,
February 2020, line 401), but the handling in these verbs is incidental to an item's being put into

a certain position and left at rest. Gwich'in classificatory verb theme set A thus resembles its

Koyukon counterpart in that it admits both neuter and active verbs.
In Koyukon, all classificatory verb themes of controlled handling belong to set A,

eliminating theme set B entirely; in Gwich'in set A, the only themes of handling allowed are
those specifically of placement and giving. Set B in Dene Suline and Tlichρ' includes all verbs of

controlled handling, including placement and giving. This configuration contrasts with Gwich'in,
whose set B does not include placement and giving, as well as with Koyukon, whose set A

includes those verb themes governed by set B in the other languages. Gwich'in can therefore be
said to occupy a middle ground between Koyukon, wherein all classificatory verb themes of

controlled handling are subsumed into set A, and Dene Suline and Tlichρ', wherein actions like
"put" and "give" are placed in set B irrespective of their "positioning" quality.
Dene Suline, Tłįchǫ' Yatiì, and Koyukon all have classificatory verbs belonging to sets C
and D. Other Dene languages, such as Galice, may have only classificatory verbs of sets A and B
(Davidson, et al. 1963, p. 39). Verbs in set C refer to violent or uncontrolled handling, as when

an item is thrown or dropped, while set D verbs refer to an item's free movement through empty

space, as in the case of a falling item. According to the data in this study, Gwich'in employs a
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single set governing any form of movement through space, free or otherwise. So, Gwich'in
neet'aahnąįį "she threw animate (beaver)" (Peter & Sapir, 1982, p. 82) and neet'aalnąįį "I fell"

both belong to theme set C. With its single "move through space" theme set, Gwich'in here

stands in contrast to Dene Sułine, Tlichρ' Yatií, and Koyukon, all of which place "throw" and
"fall" into different classificatory verb theme sets.

6.4.2 Stem Classes. The nine Gwich'in classificatory verb stem classes encountered in
this study are as follows: stick-like, food, cloth-like, plural/rope-like, animate, open container

with contents, sack of granules, compact, and deteriorated; the last of these classes is rarely

attested, as may be observed in the attached Excel database, which contains only five examples
of -tlak/ -tl'ak. While at first glance these characteristics appear to be those of nouns, such as
food and granules, it must be remembered that events, not entities, are classified by these

characteristics. The other Northern Dene languages of Dene Suline, Tlichρ', and Koyukon have

comparable, but not identical, series of stem classes, as may be observed in Appendix D, Table
17.

While all the languages surveyed share with Gwich'in classificatory verb stem classes for

compact, stick-like, cloth-like, animate, and open container with contents, areas of divergence

include the stem classes for food, plurals, a large container, and an amorphous mass. As
documentation of non-Gwich'in stem classes is beyond the scope of this thesis, they will only be

discussed here insofar as they relate to those in Gwich'in.
The "food" stem class is attested in Gwich'in, Tlichρ' and Koyukon, but is unattested in
the literature in Dene Suline (Davidson, Elford, & Hoijer, 1963; Carter, 1976; Rice, 1998). On
the other hand, while Gwich'in and Dene Suline share a stem class for "plural/rope-like", Tlichρ'
and Koyukon divide “classify plural” verb stems into two classes, which are distinguished by the
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relative homogeneity of the plural items. Because ropes consist of many fibers bound together,

plural events involving items of this sort are classed "by extension" (Young, 2000, p. 7)

alongside "rope-like" events. Jette (2000) also includes "twine, rope, snare, wick" (p. 760) in
"plural" stem class in Koyukon. Since the same "plural/rope-like" binary is present in Gwich'in

and Dene Sułine, it is probable that this convention holds true in Tlichρ' as well. Gwich'in, like

Dene Suline, has only one "plural/rope-like" stem class, while Tlichρ' and Koyukon have an
additional class for events involving plural items not in a homogeneous set. The "large (and
rigid) container with contents" (Davidson, et al., 1963, p. 34) stem class in Dene Suline may

correspond to the Gwich'in "sack of granules" stem class, notwithstanding the necessary rigidity
of the container in Dene Suline. This hypothesis is based on the broader use of this Stem Class in
Tlichρ' and Koyukon to refer to items like "a box of food" (p. 36) and "a packsack" (Henry &

Henry, 1965, p. 112), as well as the "rigid" stem class encompassing enclosed objects in Lower
Tanana (Kari, 2021, forthcoming).

Classificatory verb systems across the Dene language family include a stem class for
"anything that is wet and mushy in texture" (Young, 2000, p. 5), as in Navajo, or "all wet,
spoiled, or dirty objects, or any that are handled with disgust" (Jette, 2000, p. 762), as in

Koyukon. The stem associated with this class takes the form -tlee' in Navajo and -tlaakk in
Koyukon. This stem class manifests in Gwich'in as -tlak or -tl'ak "classify deteriorated" and was
only observed a few times during this study. In one context the verb stem -tlak "classify
deteriorated" was used for the movement of taboo grave goods through space. In another context
the action referred to by -tlak/-tl'ak was a bear cub defecating. In the first case, while the
throwing of multiple strings of beads may be expected in other cases to be expressed by a stem

from the "plural/rope-like" class, the disgust with which these items were thrown into the river
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apparently necessitated the stem -tlak, seldom attested elsewhere in the course of this study but
apparently cognate to the "mushy" stem class in Navajo and Koyukon. Although the beads

mentioned in the sentence are plural, the use of a "mushy" stem class here is consistent with

Jette's observation that it "applies as well to plurals as to singulars, when, in the speaker's mind,
the foulness of the object is more important to express than its number" (2000, p. 764). In the
second case, that of a baby defecating, the disgusting nature of the action likewise necessitated

the "deteriorated" stem class in Gwich'in. Given its rare attestation, this stem class is only
hesitantly included among the eight other, more widely attested, Gwich'in classificatory stem

classes. However, given the several instances encountered so far, a "deteriorated" class in the

inventory of Gwich'in classificatory verb stems should be considered. Finally, presence of the -

tłak stem should be observed in the noun expression tłyah hαa neerahaatlak "jump rope" in
example (57), perhaps associating a disordered splattering quality with the act of skipping.

The tenth and final stem class in Appendix D's Table 17 has not been encountered in
Gwich'in during this study. Attested in Dene Sułine, Koyukon, and Navajo, this class refers to a
powdery or diffuse mass without a container; it may be compared with the "non-compact matter"

stem class in Navajo, used to talk about events involving "a loose wad of hair.. .a bunch of

hay.. .a cloud of fog.. .or even a stench" (Young, 2000, p. 4). If this stem class is present in

Gwich'in, it may be an exotic, archaic form not often encountered in the language's modern use.
6.4.3 Further Research. Because Gwich'in classificatory verbs have relatively little
dedicated treatment in the literature, there are abundant opportunities for further exploration of

this topic. First, the aspectual variation of classificatory verbs should be investigated, not only in
Gwich'in but in other Dene languages. Gwich'in oral literature tends to narrate past events in the

imperfective aspect or even in future tense, as in the example (59) neegiihaatlak example above.
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Literally translated as "they hurled deteriorated again", the word was used in the context of
narrating past, completed events. It remains to be seen what causes this surprising variation in
aspect and superaspect. The ηee- prefix in instances like these may indicate that, even if the item

in question is only hurled once, as in neegihaatlak “they hurled deteriorated”, many hurling

actions are performed throughout one's life. Numerous Indigenous cultural paradigms worldwide
reflect a cyclic worldview regarding events and entities (Wilson, 2008), and it seems reasonable
that such a worldview may find its way into the grammatical nuance of expressions like
neegiihaatłak "they hurled deteriorated [again]" and neiinghaa "stick-like fell [again]". In stem

class 4, a morphological minimal pair can be observed between non-iterative ηiηdak "s/he threw
cloth-like" and ηeiiηdak "cloth-like fell" (class notes, Oct. 2019). Further research can

investigate what prevents ηiηdak "s/he threw clothlike" (class notes, October 2019) from taking
the iterative superaspect observed in neiindak "cloth-like fell" and neegiihaatlak "they hurled

deteriorated [again]".

Although the examples in this thesis have approached classificatory verbs in terms of
positioning and movement, one Gwich'in classificatory verb environment not heretofore

addressed is the act of using P to strike a third object, as below:
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(63)
Aii dząą hee yichi 'itsįį ch 'qhkhaa varahnyaa.
aii dząą hee yichì'itsįį

so here then "over the head"6
ch'-ah-Ł-khaa

3SG.OBJ.INDF-3SG.IMPFV-L-stick-like moves through space

νϊ-

rah

-Ł-nyaa

3SG.OBJ-1PL.PFV-L-say
"She hit him over the head with a stick[, we say of her]." (Mishler, 1995, pp. 226-227).

This final classificatory verb example sentence takes a "move through space" theme of
the "stick-like" stem class, resulting in the verb word ch'ąhkhaa, lit. "she moved something stick
like through space [striking him]". The classificatory action of some agent striking one entity

with another can and should be explored in more detail and compared with expressions in other
Northern Dene languages, especially in terms of transitivity, direct and indirect objects, and

telicity.
Another potential avenue for further research is the application of classificatory verbs to

historical linguistics, particularly in the areas of Northern Dene internal classification and Proto-

Dene reconstruction. The internal classification of Northern Dene is controversial, with multiple
competing models (cf., Mithun, 1999; Leer, 1996). Comparison of classificatory verb systems

within Northern Dene, including that of Gwich'in, may contribute to a more complete

understanding of the subfamily's (pre)historical development and grouping of internal

6

(Alexander & Alexander, 2005, p. 289).
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genealogical clades. For instance, the presence in Dene Suline of an "amorphous mass" stem
class may be indicative of that language's temporal proximity, relative to other Northern Dene

languages, to Navajo and its stem class encompassing "non-compact matter" such as hay and

stenches (Young, 2000, p. 4). In the case of Gwich'in, comparative work should be done with the

classificatory verb systems of the immediately neighboring languages postulated to be its closest
linguistic relatives; these include Han (Kenneth Frank, 2019, personal communication), Lower

Tanana (Kari, 2021, forthcoming), and Northern and Southern Tutchone (Leer, 1996).
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7. Conclusion

The documentation and description of Gwich'in classificatory verbs is an important goal
both for descriptive linguistics and language pedagogy. Descriptive linguists can benefit from a

resource filling an important gap in the available Dene classificatory verb literature; although
Gwich'in classificatory verbs may be readily observed in that language's oral literary texts, there

has never been a dedicated treatment of the topic, as available for other Dene languages like
Navajo (Hoijer, 1945; Young, 2000) and Koyukon (Jette, 2000; Henry & Henry, 1965). From a

pedagogical standpoint, classificatory verbs are a crucial morphosemantic element with which

the student of any Dene language, Gwich'in included, must become familiar. Accessible

documentation of Gwich'in classificatory verbs is prerequisite to developing learning and
teaching materials for this language point. The goal of this thesis was to document and describe
Gwich'in classificatory verbs, organized by theme set and stem class, contributing to a growing

genre of documentary and descriptive literature on Dene classificatory verbs and providing a
resource for classroom materials development.
From the earliest texts dealing with classificatory verbs in any Dene language (cf. Jette,

1906[pub. 2000]; Hoijer, 1945) these verbs have been viewed as a system for classifying nouns,

or "objects", and not necessarily verbs. While classificatory verbs do generally reflect the
qualities of nouns, such as "cloth-like" or "plural/rope-like", they more accurately reflect the
qualities of actions, regardless of the nouns involved, as evidenced in example (59) akhai'

oondaa neegiihaatIak "they hurled them [strings of beads] into the river" (Herbert, 1982, p. 81).

The verb stem -tlak, belonging to a "deteriorated or rotten" class attested in other Dene

languages but rarely in Gwich'in, indicating the action of hurling an item with disgust. If the
function of a classificatory verb were simply to classify types of noun, this sentence would
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instead employ a stem of the "plural/rope-like" class to indicate the multiplicity of the items

thrown.
This study has encountered three theme sets and nine stem classes of Gwich'in

classificatory verbs. Certain stem classes may be present but rare in Gwich'in, such as the
"deteriorated or rotten" class. As for Gwich'in classificatory verb theme sets, these resemble

those of Koyukon in their incorporation of some active verbs, such as "put" and "give", into
theme set A, which encompasses verbs of positioning. While Koyukon places all verbs of

controlled handling into set A, Gwich'in places other verbs of continuous handling, such as

"carry", into set B. A similar "carry" set B is shared by Dene Suline and Tlichρ'. Unlike
Koyukon, Dene Suline, and Tlichρ', all of which have separate theme sets (C and D) for verbs of

violent handling like "throw" and those of free movement, such as "fall", Gwich'in appears to

have a single "move through space" theme set C that encompasses both types of action.
Further research to be done on Gwich'in classificatory verbs includes a closer inspection
of the prefixes and aspects employed with these verbs. In many classificatory forms, such as

neeindak "cloth-like moves through space", the iterative prefix nee- is included, typically

signifying a repeated action but here used even with events occurring only once. While this study
has offered a brief meditation on the teaching and learning of classificatory verbs, a more
detailed study of classificatory verbs in the classroom, would be a valuable contribution to the

future Gwich'in applied linguistic literature. It also remains to be seen how methods may differ
in terms of teaching these verbs to young learners as opposed to adults, or to speakers of
languages besides English, since the lesson plan presented in Chapter 6 presumes adult students
proficient in English.
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Although classificatory verbs are a feature of Dene languages not immediately familiar to
most linguists and language students, they are a regular linguistic phenomenon governed by rules
that can be learned and reliably applied with practice. While the exact parameters of these rules
may differ between Gwich'in and other Dene languages, clear parallels may be drawn between

languages regarding these rules. Once best practices are developed for teaching classificatory

verbs in any other Dene language—Navajo, for instance—these practices should likewise be

applicable to Gwich'in, and vice versa. It is therefore in the interest of revitalizing all Dene
languages to advance the and development and availability of learning and teaching materials for

classificatory verbs in a single Dene language, in this case Gwich'in.
Mahsι' shi-thesis kakginhè' eenjit.

It'ee reh.
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Appendix A. Gwich'in Active Verb Paradigms
Table 13 presents modal verb paradigms, or conjugation systems, for the verb themes
0+haa "go by walking", Ł-vir "boil OBJ", L-zhrii "hunt OBJ", and D-įį "have, possess OBJ".
The verb "go" is intransitive, and thus cannot have a third-person pronominal object; this

example is included in the table to demonstrate dual conjugations in Gwich'in. Meanwhile, the
examples for Ł-, L-, and D-classifier verbs conjugate only for singular and plural. These
examples were included to demonstrate the third-person transitive incorporate. Cells on the table

with an impossible combination (e.g., third-person pronominal object of "go") are shaded.

Classifier
Prefix
Verb
theme

TABLE 13. Gwich'in Active Verb Conjugation by Classifier Prefix
L-Classifier
L-Classifier
D-Classifier
0-Classifier

1st singular

ihshyαa
"I'm going"

OBJ+L+vir
"boil OBJ"
Imperfective Mode
OBJ ałvir
"I'm boiling OBJ"

2nd sing.

inhαa
"you go"

OBJ ąhvir
"you boil OBJ"

nanzhrii
"you hunt"

3rd sing.

ahαa
"s/he's."

OBJ ahvir
"s/he's."

naazhrii
"s/he's."

0+haa
"go by walking"

3rd sing.
pronominal
object
tr'ee'αl
1st dual
"we two are."
oh'àl
2nd dual
"you two are."
gee'àl
3rd dual
"those two are."

yahvir
"s/he's boiling it"
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L+zhrii
"hunt"

OBJ+D+'H
"have OBJ"

nalzhrii
"I'm hunting"

OBJ shi'įį
"I have
OBJ"
OBJ ni'įį
"you have
OBJ"
OBJ di'įį
"s/he
has."
yii’įį
"s/he has it"

Table 13, continued.
OBJ tr'ii'įį
"we have
OBJ"
OBJ khwi'įį
"you all
have."

1st plural

tr'eedàa
"we're all..."

OBJ tr'ahvir
"we're."

naraazhrii
"we're."

2nd pl.

ohdaa
"you all are."

OBJ ohvir
"you all are."

noozhrii
"you all are."

3rd pl.

geedaa
"they're all."

(obj) gahvir
"they're."

nagaazhrii
"they're."

OBJ gii'įį
"they
have."
'
ii
giy
įį
"they have
it"

Perfective Mode
Ł-Classifier
OBJ dhałvir
"I boiled OBJ"
OBJ dhąhvir
OBJ iłvir
yiłvir

L-Classifier
nadhalzhrii
"I hunted"
nadhanzhrii
nilzhrii

D-Classifier
OBJ ishi'ι'
"I had OBJ"
OBJ ini'ι'
OBJ ee'i'
yee'ι'

OBJ tr'ahvir
OBJ dhohvir

naraazhrii
nadhoozhrii

OBJ giłvir
OBJ giyiłvir

nigilzhrii

OBJ tr'ee,i,
OBJ
akhwi'ι'
OBJ gee'ι'
OBJ giyee'ì'

giyahvir
"they're boiling it"

3rd pl.
pronominal
object

1st sing.
2nd sing.
3rd sing.
3rd sing.
pron. OBJ
1st dual
2nd dual
3rd dual
1st pl.
2nd pl.

3rd pl.
3rd pl.
pron. OBJ

Ø-Classifier
noiizhii
"I went"
noonzhii
noozhii

naraa'oo
noh'oo
nagaa'oo
naraajil
j

nǫǫ il

nagaajil

1st sing.

Zero Classifier
nihihshyαa
"I'll go"

Future Mode
L Classifier
OBJ halvir
"I'll boil OBJ"

L Classifier
nahalzhrii
"I'll hunt OBJ"

2nd sing.

nihinhαa

OBJ hąhvir

nahanzhrii

3rd sing.

niheehαa

OBJ hahvir

nahaazhrii

3rd sg.
pron. OBJ
1st dual
2nd dual

yahahvir

nirihee'αl
nahoh'àl
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D Classifier
OBJ
hishi'yαa
"I'll have
OBJ"
OBJ
hini'yαa
OBJ
hee'yαa
yihee'yαa

Table 13, continued.
3rd dual
1st pl.

nigihee'àl
niriheedàa

OBJ tr'ahahvir

narahaazhrii

2nd pl.

nahohdaa

OBJ hohvir

nahoozhrii

3rd pl.

nigiheedaa

OBJ gahahvir

nagahaazhrii

giyahahvir

3rd pl.
pron. OBJ

giyihee'yαa

1st sing.

Ø-Classifier
oihshι'
"I should go"

Optative Mode
Ł-Classifier
OBJ ołvir
"I should boil OBJ"

2nd sing.

onzhι'

OBJ ohvir

nonzhrii

3rd sing.

oozhι'

OBJ ohvir

noozhrii

L-Classifier
nolzhrii
"I should hunt"

D-Classifier
OBJ
ooshi'yαa
"I should
have OBJ"
OBJ
ooni'yαa
OBJ oo'yαa
yoo'yαa

3rd sing.
pron. OBJ
1st dual
2nd dual
3rd dual
1st pl.

tr'oo'àl
oh'àl
goo'àl
tr'oodàa

OBJ tr'ohvir

naroozhrii

2nd pl.

ohdàa

OBJ ohvir

noozhrii

3rd pl.

goodàa

OBJ gohvir

nagoozhrii

3rd pl.
pron. OBJ

OBJ
tr'ihee'yαa
OBJ
khwihee'yαa
OBJ
gihee'yαa

yohvir

giyohvir
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OBJ
tr'oo'yαa
OBJ
ookhwi'yαa
OBJ
goo'yαa
giyoo'yαa

Appendix B. Navajo Classificatory Verb Theme Sets and Stem Classes
Young (2000, pp. 2-17) presents a 15-page treatment of Navajo classificatory verbs,
summarized in the chart below and included here to introduce the two concepts of theme set and
stem class, by which classificatory verbs in every Dene language are organized.

TABLE 14. Navajo Classificatory Verb Theme sets and Stem Classes
Stem class
Handle
Solid or compact tse shich'į'nayii'ą
roundish item
"he lowered a stone to
me"

Propel
tsé lei'shich'į'
nayíílne'
"he dropped/tossed a
rock down to me"

Fly/Move independently
tse shik'iįį naalts'id
"a rock fell down on me"

Non-compact
matter

aghaa' hάάłjool
"I took out the wool"

Mushy matter

taos'nii Ia'
shílákłeyíítłee'
"she handed me some
dough"
naaltsoos
shílák'eyííhsooz
"he handed me a
document"
Dine bizaad sizaalya'
"I was taught Navajo,
(i.e., Navajo words
were put into my
mouth)"
tsineheeshjii' shich'l'
nayíítq'
"he lowered the plank
to me"
'awéé ńdiiłtíí'
"I picked up the baby"

aghaa' la' 'adááłjool
"I tossed some wool
down"
ch'al taah hootlee'
"the frog hopped
into the water"

ch'il deeníní naajool
"a tumbleweed is tumbling
around"
taos'nii shílák'ee
háálheezh
"the dough fell out of my
hand"
naaltsoos 'adáána'
"the paper flew off"

Single flat
flexible item

Slender flexible
item

Slender stiff
item

Single animate
item

Load, pack,
burden

'ak'áán shich'į'
'adayííyl
"he lowered a sack of
flour down to me"

shi 'éé' taah yiyii'ah
"he tossed my shirt
into the water"

tł'iish taah yíldeel
"I tossed/dropped
the snake into the
water"

tl'iish shik'iįį 'adáádéél
"a snake fell onto me"

náy'ohyas biihyiłt'e' bee'ak'e'elchíhí 'adáákééz
"I tossed the
"the pencil fell (off the
cigarette into the
table)"
snow"
yikáádéé ‘adáátlizh
dibe yazhí' shich 'į'
'adayíílt'e'
"he fell from the roof with
"he tossed/dropped a a thud"
lamb down to me"
náádaa 'azis 'adááyį náádaa 'azis naa'iíłhęęzh
"I tossed/dropped/
"the bag of corn toppled
lowered the bag of
over"
corn"
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Table 14, continued.

Anything in an
open container

Plural items

Plural items
(profusion)

Move by
streaming
(liquid, granular)

shima 'ásaa' yiyi'dóó
'atoo la' sha' hayííką
"my mother dipped
some soup out of the
pot for me"
tsits'aa naadlo'í shi'éé
bii' háánil
"I took my clothes out
of the suitcase"

to ch'iníłkaad
"I threw out the
water"

'atoo shílak'ee háákaad
"soup fell out of my hand"

leejin tsίdzáánil
"I tossed some coal
(on the fire)"

leejin la' tsίdzáájaa
"I put some (small
chunks of) coal into
the fire)
tókǫ'í dóó chidí bitoo'
'ahíizhiid
"I mixed gasoline and
kerosene together (by
pouring)"

leezh shik'iįį
nayíílkaad
"he tossed/dropped
dirt down onto me"

bee'eldǫǫh bik'a'
ńdiijaa'go shílák'ee
haníídee'
"when I picked up the
cartridges they fell out of
my hand"
at'ąą naníídee'
"leaves fell down (in the
wind)"
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Appendix C. Gwich'in Classificatory Verb Themes
Examples unaccompanied by further citation are from class notes and assignments from the 2019-2020 academic year.

Abbreviations for citations are as follows: BH=Herbert, 1982; M=February elicitation session with M; McG=McGary, 1984; P=Peter,
1992; P&S=Peter & Sapir, 1984.

*=form unattested but expected given available data.

TABLE 15. Gwich'in Classificatory Verb Themes.
Theme set A "P in position"

Stem class
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Neuter (stative)

1

stick-like

Theme set B
"Carry P"
Active
Controlled movement

Theme set C "P moves through
space"

"P in position"

"Position P"

"give P"

"carry P"

"throw P"

"P in position
(elevated, etc.)"
Ø-tin

"place P (elevated,
etc.)"
0+tin

Uncontrolled
movement
"P falls, flies,
moves
independently"

OBJ+ tl'ï + Ø+ tin

0+chyaa

L+ghaa

ITER# 0 +ghaa

DIR# 0+-tin

DIR# 0+tin

Table 15, continued.
example

2

food

example
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3

cloth-like

dhitin "stick
like sits/lies"
(class notes,
October 2019)

nintin "you put
stick-like" (class
notes, February
2020)

dootin (P, p. 70)
"stick-like lies
elevated"

yeenintin (McG,
pp. 631, 638) "he
put stick-like over
by her"
L+tsit/chak
"Put food, seize P"

L+tsit

DIR#Ł+tsit
Htsit "food
sits/lies" (class
notes, October
2019)
diłtsit (class
notes, October
2019)
L+tsuu

DIR#L+tsuu

nintl'ihtin "I give
you stick-like" (class
notes, October 2019)

ihchyaa "I
carry stick
like" (class
notes, October
2019)

nilghaa
(P&S, p. 84)
"he flopped
himself
down"

neeinghaa
"stick-like
falls" (class
notes, October
2019)

OBJ+tł'ï+Ł+
tsit/chak

L+chaa

[unattested]

khehkwaii
tr'αhchak "we grab
hold of the chief"
(P&S, 22-23)

shih
nihłantł'eegaachak
"they gave each
other food" (McG,
538, 546)

qhchaa "you
carry food"
(class notes,
October 2019)

[unattested]

[unattested]
(but see M's
aakąįį
vanaanaii "the
cake dropped
from him"
(line 422))

L+tsuu "wear (lit.
'position') on upper
body"

OBJ+ tł 'ï+Ł+tsuu

L+chal

0+dak

ITER# 0+dak

Table 15, continued.
example

4

plural or
rope-like

Htsuu "cloth
like sits/lies"
(class notes,
October 2019)

diłtsuu
"cloth-like
sits/lies
elevated" (class
notes, October
2019)
Ø+dlii/lii

naatsuu "s/he
wears (shirt,
jacket, belt, etc)"
(class notes,
March 2019)

nanti'arahtsuu "we
give you cloth-like"
(class notes, October
2019)

ahchal "s/he
carries cloth
like" (class
notes, October
2019)

mimdak "s/he
threw cloth
like" (class
notes,
October
2019)

meeimdak
"cloth-like
fell" (class
notes, October
2019)

0+dlii/lii,
Ł+dlii/lii

0+dlii, lii

OBJ+ tł 'ϊ + Ø+
lyaa/zhik

L+jil

ITER#L+jil

nakhwantł'eenlii
(P&S, 44)
"he gave us pl.
[moccasins]"

ilyaa "s/he
carries pl./
rope-like"
(class notes,
November
2019)

maajil "s/he
throws pl./
rope-like"
(class notes,
November
2019)

meemaajil "pl./
rope-like falls"
(class notes,
November
2019)

DIR#AR+dlii/lii
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example

idlii, dhałdlii
"plural/ropelike sit/lie"
(class notes,
October 2019)

han gwatsal
g∂odlii "there
are little
streams" (P&S,
32-33)

DIR# Ø+dlii/lii
ah mrinlii "we put
down spruce
boughs" (P&S, 40
41)

Table 15, continued.

5

animate/
dead

example
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6

open
container

0+chjj
"animate/dead
lies, sleeps"

DIR# 0+chjj
"animate/ dead
lies, sleeps
elevated"
tr'aachįį "we
(dual) sleep"
(class notes,
January 2019)

*dooraachjj
"we (dual) sleep
up there"
0+kaii
DIR# 0+kaii

L+chjj "put
animate/dead,
bring back game"

OBJ+ tł'ï+P+Ł+chįį

L+chyaa
"carry animate
or dead"

ITER#G+L
+nqjj

ITER#G+L
+nqjj

narahchįį "we
bring back
animate/dead
(hunted animal)"
(class notes,
November 2019)

vintł'eesharąhchįį
(BH 166) "they (lit.
'we') [family] gave
me to him [preacher
Loola]"

tr'ahchyaa
"we carry
him/her" (class
notes,
November
2019)

neet'aahnąįį
(P&S, 1982,
p. 82)
"she hurled it
(dead
beaver)"

neet'araanąįį
"we fall down"
(class notes,
November
2019)

0+kaii

OBJ+tł'ï+ Ø+kaii

0+kaa

0+jal

ITER#0
+tł'at/tł'it
"open
container
spills"

Table 15, continued.
example

dhakaii "open
container
sits/lies" (class
notes,
November
2019)

dhohkaii "you all
put open
container" (class
notes, November
2019)

chųų shintł'ohkaii
(McG 190)
"give me water!"

ohkaa "you all
carry open
container"
(class notes,
November
2019)

chuu dizhìt
ganjal "they
poured
in.. .water"
(BH, p. 193)

dookaii (class
notes,
November
2019)
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7

sack of
granules,
enclosed/
sheathed
OBJ

L+tin
DIR#L+tin

L+tin

OBJ+tł'ï+Ł+tin

L+chyaa

[unattested]

neetłł'at "open
container
spills" (class
notes,
November
2019)
neetł'it
"open
container has
been spilled"
(class notes,
November
2019)
ΓTER#Ø+tł'αt

ITER#Ø+tl'it

Table 15, continued.
example

iłtin (class
notes,
November
2019)

hiltin
"he handed over
the knife"
(McG 222, 228)

shrii gwantł'qhtm
"the knife that had
been given in trade"
(McG 222, 228)

diłtin (class
notes,
November
2019)
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8

compact

Ø+'ąįį

DIR#AR
+ Ø+ 'ąįį

gahchyaa
"they all carry
open
container"
(class notes,
November
2019)

[unattested]

neenaatł'it
"sack of
granules spills
[again]" (class
notes,
November
2019)
neetl'at "open
container
spills"

L+ 'ąįį

OBJ+tł'ï+ Ø+'ąįį

DIR# 0+ 'aa,
'ak "carry
compact"

0+ghwaa/
khwaa "carry
compact on
back

L+nąįį

neetł'it "open
container has
spilled"
THEM+G
+ITER#L
+nąįį

Table 15, continued.
example

dha'ąįį
"compact
sits/lies) (class
notes,
November
2019)

niriin'ąįį
"we put up
compact [stove]"
(P&S, 40)

yintł'in'ąįį
"you give it [ball] to
him/her" (M, line
374)

zhèe dòo'ąįį
"the house
stood up" (BH,
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9

deteriorated

di'ik niilnąįį
"he threw off
his parka"
(McG 347,
363)

shree
k'itineelnąįį
"the Sun flew
straight up into
the sky" (McG
254, 283)

ITER#L+tlak
neegiihaatlak
"they threw
them [beads
from grave]
into the
river" (BH,
81)

OBJ+ 0 + tl'ak
vitrin vatl'ak
"his [bear
cub's]
excrement
dropped from
him" (McG
244, 273)

tr'iinin aghwaa
"she's packing
a baby"
(Herbert, 1982,
p. 147)

15); goo'ąįį

"compact
[village]
sits/lies" (P&S,
22)
[unattested]
[unattested]

yee'aa
"s/he carries
compact far"
(class notes,
November
2019)

Ł+tłak
nahtlak
"he [bear cub]
defecated" (McG
222, 228)

[unattested]
[unattested]

[unattested]
[unattested]

Appendix D. Northern Dene Classificatory Verb Theme Sets and Stem Classes

TABLE 16. Northern Dene Classificatory Verb Theme Sets
Gwich'in

Theme set
A

Neuter verbs of
positioning (e.g.,
sit, lie)
Active verbs of
placement (e.g.,
put, give)

Theme set
B

Active, carry or
continuously
handle item

Theme set
C

Active, move
through empty
space (throw or
fall)

Theme Set
D (not
present in
Gwich'in)

Koyukon
(Henry & Henry,
1965, p. 112)
Neuter, item in "a
position of rest";
Active, item
"nonviolently
handled or
moved"

Dene Sułine
(Davidson, et al.,
1963, p. 33).
"Neuter verbs,
denotative of
states of being"

Active, "handling
(e.g. picking up,
carrying, giving)"

Active, "handled
violently (e.g.,
thrown or
dropped on
purpose)".

Active, "throwing
or dropping"

Active, "freely
moving through
space (e.g.,
falling)"

Active, "free or
unassisted falling
or dropping"

Tlichρ'
(Al-Bataineh,
2020, p. 4).
"Stative/locative
[i.e., neuter] verbs
denoting
orientation of
object at rest
(e.g., sit, lie, be in
position, be in
location)"
Active, "verbs of
handling,
manipulation,
continuing
manual contact
(e.g., give, hand,
take, put)"
Active, "verbs of
partially
controlled action
initiated by agent
(e.g., toss,
throw.. .push
over)"
Active, "verbs of
free movement;
movement
independent of
agent (e.g., fall,
tip over, come
down)"

TABLE 17. Northern Dene Classificatory Verb Stem Classes

Stem
Class

Gwich'in

1

Stick-like

Dene Suline
(Davidson, et al.,
1963, p. 34)
"a single rigid stick
like object"
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Tlichρ'
(Davidson, et al.,
1963, p. 36)
"a slender rigid
object"

Koyukon
(Henry & Henry,
1965, pp. 112-113)
"a rigid, usually
slender object"

Table 17, continued.

2

Food

3

Cloth-like

4

Plural/ropelike

"food or a meal"

"a single fabriclike
object"
"a plurality of
objects.. .long
flexible objects such
as a rope or wire"

4.5

5

Animate

6

Open
container with
contents
Sack of
granules

7

8

Compact

9

Deteriorated,
rotten,
disgusting
(attested
twice)

10

"a single animate
being"
"a single small
bowllike container
with contents"
"a single large (and
rigid) container with
contents"

"a single round hard
object"
"a mass (or masses)
of mushy matter"

"an amorphous mass
with the texture of
hay, grain, snow, and
the like"
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"a flat fabric or
fabriclike object"
"several objects of
similar
characteristics and
belonging to a set
(e.g. a string of dog
bells, rolls of
babiche)"
"several objects,
not necessarily
belonging to a set
and generally of
diverse
characteristics (e.g.,
a handful of
matches, several
boughs of spruce)"
"a living being,
human or animal"
"a rigid container
and its contents"

"food that can be
consumed
immediately"
"a flexible or
fabric-like object"
"Specialized plural
class, usually small
round objects of a
large quantity and
belonging to a set
(e.g., unstrung
beads, berries)"
"General
plural...not
necessarily
belonging to a set"

"an animate or
living being"
"a container and its
contents"

"a large container
"a large, bulky
and its contents
object (e.g.,
(e.g. a sack of sugar mattress,
or flour, a sleeping packsack)"
bag, a box of food)"
"a solid compact
"a round, solid
object"
object"
"a mushlike
"a soft, sticky
substance"
mass"

"powdery or
granular mass not
in container"

Appendix E. Transcription Excerpt: M's Elicitation Session, February 27, 2020

(lines 216-228)

M Laraa neehaljik, I'm carrying money, but if you're carrying a dollar bill, neehałchaa.
SB Neehalchaa.

M Yeah, that's singular.
SB Ah, I see.

M Laraa...dehtl'yaa, laraa dehtł'yaa, paper money.
SB Laraa dehtł 'yaa, aahą'.

M Laraa dehtł'yaa ch'ihłak neehalchaa.
SB Laraa dehtł'yaa ch'ihłak neehalchaa.

M I'm only carrying one dollar! [laughs]
SB [laughs] I see

M Or you say, ten dollar, you could say, laraa ch'ihłoaanli' neehalchaa. Ch'ihłoaanli' is ten.
SB Ah, ch'ihłoaanli'. Aahą'.

M [laughs]

(lines 401-430)

M ...when you do exercise, gàa jìi ąįį, just, tł'yah haa neerahaatłakyintł'in'ąįį. [picture
changes] Vagoodlit drin eenjit aakąįį dzaa nigiheekaa.
SB Nigiheekaa.

M Aahq'. Vagoodlit drin eenjit aakąįį dhaayeeghaii...yeeghaii nigiheekaa. Aahq'. Or if she's
asking him, jìi aakąįį oonjit vintł'inkaii. Like, pass on.
SB Vintl'inkaii, I see.

M Nizjj?
SB Ah, nizjj.
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M Aahą'. Datthak neegwigwil 'in. Datthak neegwigwil 'in. Datthak aakąįį gihee'αa eenjit
neegwigwil'in. Łąįį tsal ih 'àa jì'yoonaa. Łąįį tsal ih 'αa jì'yoonaa. Thinking, he wanna eat it.
We all say, he's wishing... łąįį yits'a' ginjii yiit--like he wants it, or yeah, ok. [picture changes]
Um, aakqjj...valakgintł'inkaii? They gave him a piece of cake. Gitigiyint'uu, aakąįį
gitigiyint'uu...that's more like description, huh?
SB So, when I was trying to draw it, I was trying to draw it falling off or something.

M Oh!
SB You know, sorry. [laughs]

M Sorry.
SB No, that's ok!

M Aakąįį...aakąįį, um, nanchaa...nanchaa is pouring, like you pour out a cup of coffee, spilled it.
Aakąįį vats 'an tł'aanąįį. Aakąįį vats 'an tł'aanąįį. It fell out of my hand.
SB I see.

M Or it fell out of the person's hand. aakąįį naanqjj. Two ways, yeah? aakąįį vanaanqjj, aakąįį
vanaanąįį, it fell from her...or you could say aakąįį vanaanąįį, or aakąįį vats 'an tł'aanqjj, it fell
from her. That's two ways, yeah.
SB Ok. Well, here's the last one. [picture changes]

M Datthak ts'a' aakąįį neega'αa.
SB Neega 'αa.

M Aahą'. Shoo ginljj. Shronch'yaa gwigwiłtsąįį. They had fun.
SB Yeah, uh-huh. Shroonch'yaa gwigwiłtsaii.

M The first thing people ask, shroonch'yaa gwadhqhtsqjj.
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